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a i i i i e s i s ^ r i t l t l ad 
Gurry, B . S c , A.InBt.i>, 
• u 
Mereury drops f a l l i n g v e r t i c a l l y through an eleetrolj'-te 
may lae d e f l e c t e d from t h ^ i r course "by a p p l i c a t i o n of & ' 
h o r i a e n t a l f i e l d i n the e l e c t r o l y t e , A method of 
photographing the curve followed Tsy any drop i s described, 
i 
and i t i s shown poeeible to deduce the io n i c charge m the j 
drop from a study of the shape of the curre. In a i l p h u r i c 
a c i d of f i x e d concentration the drop charge i s found to be 
proportional to i t s vplurae. Results are a l s o given f o r the 
charges i n various a c i d concentrations between and COOIH, 
A l l charges are found to be reduced when the a c i d i s saturated 
with mercurouB sulphate. This seeas to afford evidence that, 
i n acid» the charges a r c due to hydrogen ione, and not to 
mereurotts ions as had been assuraed by several i n v e s t i g a t o r s . ; 
R e s u l t s ofetaiaed i n other e l e c t r o l y t e s are a l s o given, < 
Some r e s u l t s f o r drop charges, measured by a b a l l i s t i c 
galvanometer method, are included f o r comparison* The ' 
method ie, l e s s accurate but confirms the o r i g i n a l r e s u l t s . 
A d e s c r i p t i o n i s given of s i m i l a r experiments with 
ajsal^aTi drops. S i l v e r amalgam i s s i m i l a r i n behaviour to 
pure mercury, but Cadmium and Zinc amalgams show a curious 
phenomenon, ^ e drops are n a t u r a l l y p o s i t i v e , but t h e i r 
charge may be reversed i n sign by app l i c a t i o n of a 
s u f f i c i e n t l y strong f i e l d . A possible explanation of t h i s 
e f f e c t i s discussed. Some attention i s given to the fac t 
t h a t Zinc and Cadraium appear n a t u r a l l y p o s i t i v e . Several 
r e s u l t s showing charges i n various p o t e n t i a l gradients, and 
f o r rniBlgmiB of Tarious compositions, are included. 
A few f i n a l pages are devoted t o s i m i l a r experiments 
using a i r bubbles and tiie p o s s i o i l i t i e s of the method f o r 
cataphoreeiB eicperiments* 
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CHAPTER I . 
IHTROPUCTION and APPARATUS 
* * * i • • 
INTRODUCTIOM. 
The r e s e a r c h described here was undertaken as a 
continuation of some previous work by Professor Wagstaff, 
I n t h i s previous work^ the values of the charges on 
mercury drops were obtained from observations on the 
v a r i a t i o n of t h e i r v e l o c i t y of motion along a g l a s s 
tube, which was s l i g h t l y i n c l i n e d to the h o r i z o n t a l , 
when p o t e n t i a l gradients of varying magnitudes were 
a p p l i e d i n the s o l u t i o n . I t was found that with a 
s u i t a b l e p o t e n t i a l gradient the drops moved i n an 
upward d i r e c t i o n , a g a i n s t the f o r c e of g r a v i t y , and 
t h e i r v e l o c i t y of motion i n c r e a s e d d i r e c t l y w i t h the 
p o t e n t i a l gradient. By e x t r a p o l a t i o n of the v e l o c i t y -
p o t e n t i a l gradient l i n e s the gradient, which would J u s t 
keep a drop i n a s t a t i o n a r y p o s i t i o n , against the 
i n f l u e n c e of g r a v i t y , was obtained. By equation of 
the f o r c e s on the drop Wagstaff was able to deduce the 
charge on the drop. He a l s o made observations on drops 
of varying s i z e , and found, r a t h e r s u r p r i s i n g l y , that 
the charge on these d r o p l e t s was proportional to t h e i r 
volume, and not to t h e i r surface area. 
These observations were r e s t r i c t e d to mercury 
drops i n O.IN S u l p h u r i c Acid, The method used, while 
? 
2. 
novel, was not of g r e a t accuracy, e s p e c i a l l y as the drops 
d i d not move c e n t r a l l y I n the g l a s s tube, but r e s t e d on 
i t s lower w a l l , so t h a t d i s t o r t i o n from the s p h e r i c a l 
shape of the drop was i n e v i t a b l e , and r o l l i n g motion 
'^'^ ^^4i!^ along the tube was a l s o unavoidable. The u s u a l 6"rryu.av 
h,<K.ctu- . jg^^ f o r c e due to v i s c o s i t y could not hold a t a l l 
a c c u r a t e l y imder t h i s combination of circumstances. 
I t was therefore decided to attempt some f u r t h e r 
determinations of the charges on mercury drops, using 
an e n t i r e l y d i f f e r e n t experimental arrangement, by 
which these d i f f i c u l t i e s would be obviated. The apparatus 
was only s i m i l a r i n that the motion under a p o t e n t i a l 
g r a d i e n t was s t i l l being observed. I n t h i s new method 
the drops were allowed to f a l l i n an u n r e s t r i c t e d f a s h i o n 
w i t h i n the l i q u i d , and were d e f l e c t e d from t h e i r 
v e r t i c a l course by the a p p l i c a t i o n of a h o r i z o n t a l 
p o t e n t i a l gradient of s u i t a b l e magnitude. The shape of 
the r e s u l t i n g curve was studied, and was used as a means 
of deducing the h o r i z o n t a l force on the drop, from which 
the drop charge wag r e a d i l y obtained when the p o t e n t i a l 
gradient a p p l i e d was known. 
I t was a l s o thought that a method such as t h i s 
would be of g r e a t e r v e r s a t i l i t y than the previous 
method, and so an a d d i t i o n a l aim of the r e s e a r c h was 
3. 
t h a t of obtaining the charges i n a c i d of varying 
concentration, and al s o i n stich other e l e c t r o l y t e s 
as were considered to be of i n t e r e s t . Some 
experiments on amalgam drops were c a r r i e d out a t a 
l a t e r stage of the i n v e s t i g a t i o n . 
The f a c t that a mercury surface i s charged 
e l e c t r i c a l l y when i n contact with ah e l e c t r o l y t e had 
been observed by s e v e r a l experimenters, p r i o r to 
the above mentioned experim^ats by Wagstaff. As e a r l y 
{2) 
as 1897 Appleyard described some experiments showing 
changes of coherence of a^rcury drops when p o t e n t i a l s 
were a p p l i e d to them, and when e l e c t r i c f i e l d s e x i s t e d 
i n the media surrounding them* G h r i s t i a n s e n ^^^{}<\o^ 
c a r r i e d out some experiments of a s i m i l a r nature, 
noting the changes i n shape of a mercury globule held on 
a watch g l a s s which was immersed i n .OIN KNO3 s o l u t i o n , 
when c u r r e n t s of i n c r e a s i n g magnitudes were made to 
flow i n the s o l u t i o n . He also observed the phenomenon 
of which t h i s t h e s i s i s a d e t a i l e d account, the d e f l e c t -
i o n from the v e r t i c a l when a stream of mercury f a l l s 
between p a r a l l e l v e r t i c a l e l e c t r o d e s between irtiich a 
p o t e n t i a l g r a d i e n t e x i s t s . Experiments on Cataphoresis, 
(4^ 
the majority of which have been performed by McTaggart' \ 
(5) 
and l a t e r by A l t y aiKl h i s c o l l a b o r a t o r s , a r e of ^ x^^wWr 
4. 
s i m i l a r "type-and make use of the v e l o c i t y a t t a i n e d under 
an e l e c t r i c f i e l d as a iaeana of measuring the charges on 
the small bubbles of gae used i n theja^ experiments. The 
charges on these gas bubbles are much smaller than those 
a t t a i n e d by merciJry d r o p l e t s , so t h a t the v e l o c i t i e s 
a t t a i n e d by the gas bubbles are very s m a l l , even when 
a comparatively l a r g e p o t e n t i a l gradient i s used. A 
measurement by microscope was used i n these experiments, 
and a s the time involved f o r any appreciable motion was 
long, the v e l o c i t y obtained was accurate. Such a method 
would not be extremely s u c c e s s f u l with mercury s i n c e a 
very small f i e l d would be r e q u i r e d to give a reasonably 
slow motion of the drops, and measurement of v e l o c i t y 
by microscope would s t i l l be out of the question. Also 
i m l e s s a r o t a t i n g tube were used, the d i f f i c u l t y of the 
drop touching the tube would s t i l l be to s o l v e . On the 
other hand, the r e l a t i v e l y high v e l o c i t i e s a t t a i n e d when 
the f i e l d s used were l a r g e r were found easy to measure 
when the timing device and method of i l l i u B i n a t i o n to be 
described l a t e r were employed* Actual l y the shape of 
the curve gave the h o r i z o n t a l v e l o c i t y r e l a t i v e to the 
v e r t i c a l v e l o c i t y luider g r a v i t y , from which the h o r i z -
o n t a l force was found as a f r a c t i o n of the mass* Hence, 
except i n the f i r s t few experiments i n which i t was 
5. 
necessary to^prove the nature of the f l u i d motion 
Involvedjt i t was not found necessary to deduce the 
absolute v e l o c i t y s e t up. Thus the motion i n a 
v e r t i c a l d i r e c t i o n provided a u s e f u l standard to vhich 
the h o r i z o n t a l v e l o c i t y could be r e l a t e d . 
The charges on these drops of mercury, i n 
various s o l u t i o n s and under va r i o u s experimental, 
c o n d i t i o n s , are due to ions from the s o l u t i o n s and w i l l 
be i n t e r - r e l a t e d w i t h e l e c t r o d e - p o t e n t i a l phenomena, 
i n f a c t the drops w i l l a t t a i n the n a t u r a l p o t e n t i a l of 
mercury, and the s i g n of t h e i r clmrge given by the 
d i r e c t i o n of d e f l e c t i o n w i l l be the same as that of 
the a b s o l u t e _ p o t e n t i a l , r e l a t i v e to the s o l u t i o n only, 
A b r i e f review of work done on e l e c t r o d e - p o t e n t i a l 
phenomena r e l e v a n t to the present problem, w i l l not 
therefore "be out of p l a c e here. 
The e a r l i e s t t h e o r i e s of electrode p o t e n t i a l s 
were those of Helraholtz, Warburg and Nernst. Palmaer 
{6) 
gives a review of these t h e o r i e s i n one of h i s papers. 
Nernst's theory gave the most s a t i s f a c t o r y e^qplanation 
of most observed phenomena a t the time, and c o n s i s t e d 
of an a p p l i c a t i o n of the theory of s o l u t i o n pressure. 
When the osmotic pressure of mercury ions i n s o l u t i o n 
l a g r e a t e r than the s o l u t i o n pressure of mercury the 
6. 
mercury sur f a c e would a t t a i n a p o s i t i v e charge, and a 
negative one i n the opposite case* Upon t h i s theory 
a gradual diminution i n the concentration of mercury 
ions should reduce the p o t e n t i a l d i f f e r e n c e between 
the mercury and the s o l u t i o n , and i t should be p o s s i b l e 
to obtain n u l l s o l u t i o n s i n which mercury has zero 
p o t e n t i a l . Using a c e l l of the f o l l o w i n g type -
Hg I n u l l s o l u t i o n I K C l and Hg2Cl2 I Hg - B l l l l t z e r ^ ' ' ' ^ 
and Palmaer^^^ made attempts to measure the absolute 
p o t e n t i a l of the calomel e l e c t r o d e . Palmaer admits 
the p o s s i b i l i t y of condensation of s a l t on the mercury 
s u r f a c e , but thinks ttie c o r r e c t i o n f o r t h i s would be 
smalls Smith and Moss* ' l a t e r showed that the 
p o t e n t i a l d i f f e r e n c e s between d i f f e r e n t n u l l s o l u t i o n s 
and mercury are not a l l the same. They a l s o showed 
t h a t the p o l a r i s i n g E.M.P, for maximum surface tension 
i n tiie c a p i l l a r y electrometer was i n many cases equal 
to that of the corresponding dropping electrode c i r c u i t , 
a f a c t p r e d i c t e d much e a r l i e r by Nernst"''^^ I n no 
c a s e , however, was the p o t e n t i a l d i f f e r e n c e f o r 
maximum su r f a c e t e n s i o n n e c e s s a r i l y equal to zero, so 
t h a t i t i s doubtful whether the method of n u l l s o l u t i o n s 
does r e a l l y give absolute values. 
More r e c e n t l y the drop weight method of 
7. 
measuring s u r f a c e tension has been employed. At 
f i r s t there appeared to be some discrepancy between 
the r e s u l t s taken by t h i s method, and those obtained 
by p o l a r i s a t i o n . Bennewltz and Delijannis^^*^^ were 
the f i r s t to attempt t h i s method and obtained maxima 
of s u r f a c e tension when the p o t e n t i a l on the s u r f a c e of 
the mer6ua?y was approximately ^-0.5 v o l t . 
Prumkin and Obrutschewka^ •••^^ pointed out t h e i r e r r o r 
i n assuming the drop p o t e n t i a l to be equal to the 
p o t e n t i a l of the lower mercury electrode, and measuring 
the l a t t e r , Rosenberg and S t e g e m a n ^ h a v i n g shown 
t h a t quite a l a r g e d i f f e r e n c e could e x i s t between the 
two. . Bennewitz and Kuchler^^*^repeated t h e i r previous 
experiments t h i s time connecting the dropping and 
s t a t i o n a r y electrodes,and i n most cases the new curves 
(15) 
agreed with those obtaiiied by p o l a r i s a t i o n . Craxford 
performed f u r t h e r experiments of s i m i l a r type, a c t u a l l y 
measuring the p o t e n t i a l on the drops j u s t p r i o r to t h e i r 
breaking away. He found no t r a c e of a maximum a t +0,5 
volt, but obtained curves superposeable upon the p o l a r -
i s a t i o n curves. The drop p o t e n t i a l s were v a r i e d by 
a l t e r a t i o n of the mercurous ion concentration i n the 
s o l u t i o n , but i t should be noted t h a t a c i d s o l u t i o n s 
were used throtighout, i t being impossible to make a 
8. 
n e u t r a l s o l u t i o n of aarcurous sulphate or n i t r a t e . 
I f the l a t t e r i s atteorpted an i n s o l u b l e b a s i c s a l t 
i s formed. 
Modem t h e o r i e s bear s u r p r i s i n g resemblance to 
the oldei* t h e o r i e s , e s p e c i a l l y that of l l e r n s t . A 
summary of tiiese l a given i n a r e c e n t p u b l i c a t i o n by 
(16) 
Ourney . Metals are now considered to be space 
l a t t i c e s of p o s i t i v e l y charged ions with e l e c t r o n s 
f r e e to 4ove* Aqueous e l e c t r o l y t e s c o n s i s t of 
hydra ted i o n s . When a metal i s i n s e r t e d i n an 
e l e c t r o l y t e p o s i t i v e ions deposit on i t from the 
s o l u t i o n and leave I t for the s o l u t i o n . The metal 
a c q u i r e s a negative or p o s i t i v e charge depending on 
whetiier the r a t e of deposition i s l e s s or more than 
t h a t of l e a v i n g the metal f o r the s o l u t i o n . Assuming 
t h a t i n a p a r t i c u l a r case Ions are deposited on the 
metal a t a slower r a t e than that a t which they leave 
i t f or the s o l u t i o n , the metal acquires a negative 
charge and the s o l u t i o n a p o s i t i v e one. This process 
continues u n t i l the double l a y e r produced I s of 
s u f f i c i e n t strength to r a i s e the energy l e v e l of the 
hydrated ions and lower that of the p o s i t i v e ions i n 
the metal u n t i l these become equal. The double l a y e r 
I s , i n t h i s c a s e * an accumulation of e l e c t r o n s i n s i d e 
9., 
the metal near i t s s u r f a c e , and an accumulation of 
p o s i t i v e ions i n the s o l u t i o n around. I f o r i g i n a l l y 
the d e p o s i t i o n of p o s i t i v e ions i s greater than the 
r a t e a t which they l e a v e , the dpuble l a y e r i s reversed. 
I f Y r e p r e s e n t s the d i f f e r e n c e i n energy l e v e l 
between a f r e e ion and one bound to the metal s u r f a c e , 
and W the d i f f e r e n c e i n energy l e v e l between a f r e e ion 
and a hydrated one, then the d i f f e r e n c e i n energy l e v e l 
between a hydrated ion and one i n the metal i s W - Y. 
The e l e c t r o d e p o t e n t i a l w i l l depend on t h i s quantity. 
Y depends on the concentration of the ions i n s o l u t i o n . 
Gurney gives the d i f f e r e n c e i n p o t e n t i a l between a 
metal <K. andj^solution s as 
I n the previous equation z i s the valency of the ion 
which c r o s s e s the boundary, k i s the gas constant per 
molecule, c the concentration, and f the a c t i v i t y 
c o e f f i c i e n t of the i o n . WQ i s the energy l e v e l i n ?. 
i n f i n i t e l y d i l u t e s o l u t i o n . ^ <-«^«<v /c -
T h i s equation i s of the same form as the u s i i a l 
eqn.:-
V - Vg s Vo + logg(fe) 
nP 
and throws some l i g h t on the meaning of VQ. 'Solution 
10. 
Preesure' can now be replaced by the difference I n 
energy levels between the positive Ions i n the metal 
and i n the solution. 
Only i n h l ^ concentrations i s the effect of 
concentration on tiie electrode potential at a l l 
appreciable, MoAulay and Spooner^ ^'''^ have shown that 
an electrode potential i s constant i n a l l strengths 
of solution below a certain f i x e d value, which varies 
w i t h the nature of the solution, and conclude that 
electrode potential has i t s o r i g i n fundamentally i n 
an action between water and the metal only. They 
suggested that polar water molecules bombard the metal 
as a result of t h e i r heat motion, and as a r e s u l t a 
stream of ions i s abstracted to a certain mean 
distance. Equilibrium i s reached when the removal 
of Ions i n t h i s way i s balanced by their migration 
back under the f i e l d produced by t h e i r abstraction. 
H e y r o v s k y ^ a l s o suggested that t±ie fundamental 
reaction whereby any electrode becomes charged is 
Me + OH' = MeOH + Q 
where Me represents the metal, and concluded that a l l 
metals should therefore be negative with respect to 
the solution. I n support of t h i s he cited some of 
the above evidence showing that absolute zero from 
c a p i l l a r y phenomena i s probably I l l u s o r y , He showed 
11. 
that the two methods ere I n r e a l i t y the same, and 
suggested a better position for absolute zero to 
be between Silver arid Chlorine> making a l l metals 
negative i n agreement with his theory. Both McAulay 
and Spooner and also Heyrovsky seem to have over-
looked the fact that a drop of mercury measured 
r e l a t i v e to the solution alone, by an actual deflect^ 
ion of the drop i n a potential gradient, i s found to 
be positiv e . 
A l l the arguments advanced would apply equally 
well t o i a theory that a l l metals are positive, and 
while i t i s agreed that electrode potential must be 
caused fundamentally by a reaction between the metal 
and water alone, a theoi?y by which a l l metals ( a t 
least between si l v e r and zinc) a t t a i n a positive 
charge by adsorption of hydrogen or other positive 
ions at t h e i r surfaces might possibly b© i n better 
agreement with the f a c t s . I t i s believed that i t i s 
towards such a theory that the following experiments 
point. 
12. 
DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS. 
(1) The Glass Vessel. 
The design of glass vessel described here 
was found to be the most suitable after several 
preliminary t r i a l experiments, and the d i f f i c u l t i e s 
which were obviated by the use of t h i s particular 
design w i l l be explained i n turn during the description. 
The same vessel was used throughout a l l the ejqperlments, 
and i t Is shown i n several of the diagrams ( f i g s . 1, 
3 & 5) • I t was made from a short length of glass 
tubing of wide bore (approximately 3" diameter), held 
I n such a way that i t s axis was horizontal. Above 
and below were sealed I n v e r t i c a l tubes each of 1" 
diameter (A & B I n f i g , 1.), f o r the Introduction and 
removal of the mercury drops respectively. While 
f a l l i n g across the space between these two tubes, the 
drops were subjected to the influence of the e l e c t r i c 
f i e l d and observations upon t h e i r behaviour were made. 
The 3" diameter tube was also f i t t e d with narrower 
horizontal tubes (C), which wovild accommodate the 
electrodes to be used i n the production of the 
pot e n t i a l gradient. 
The tube A was of length s u f f i c i e n t to ensure 
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that each of the following neeeaaavy conditions was 
observed:-
(a) Drops forming within the l i q u i d could f a l l 
a distance large enou^ far them to acquire 
t h e i r terminal velocity i n the l i q u i d before 
reaching the space between the electrodes. 
(b) Drops formed outside the l i q u i d could have 
a s u f f i c i e n t period within the l i q u i d before 
reaching the space i n which the f i e l d was 
applied, 30 that the f u l l drop charge would 
be attained. 
The tube B narrowed a t i t s lower end, and could 
be connected at w i l l to a U-tube (D. In f i g . 3,), which 
contained s u f f i c i e n t mercury to balance the vessel 
when f u l l of l i q u i d . Each drop of mercury, having 
traversed the f i e l d , coalesced with the lower mercury; 
the f a r limb of the U-tube was provided with a Jet 
(see f i g . 3.), and as drops entered from the vessel, 
an equivalent amount of mercury was displaced from the 
j e t , and could be collected as desired. The mercury-
acid surface, which would be charged,was at least 6" 
below the lowest part of the electrodes, a distance 
great enough to ensure that i t could have no notice-
able e f f e c t upon the paths of ensuing drops, by 
repulsion of t h ^ i ; t r i a l experiments having shown ttiat 
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a pool of mercury, i f al lowed to c o l l e c t Immediately 
below the electrodes, could have quite an appreciable 
e f f e c t upon the paths of following drops, 
(2) The Electrodes. 
Each electrode consisted of a piece of s t i f f 
platinum of size 2" x 1", having the longest dimension 
I n the v e r t i c a l d i r e c t i o n . E l e c t r i c a l connections to 
the outside of the vessel were made i n the following 
manner. To the exact centre back of each electrode 
was soldered a very small brass nut, and two s t i f f 
copper rods were tapped to f i t the nuts. One of these 
rods was screwed I n t o each nut u n t i l i t made connection 
with the electrode back. Each rod and nut was enclosed 
i n a glass tube of diameter j u s t large enough to f i t 
over the nut, and the glass tubes were sealed to the 
backs of the electrodes by means of vacuum wax. Each 
rod and i t s glass covering extended outwards through 
i t s corresponding side tube C on the vessel, and a 
stout tubber tube was boimd down to f i t t i g h t l y on 
both the side tube C and the narrower glass tube 
containing the electrode. Pig, 2 shows an electrode 
assembled. The advantages of such a j o i n t were that 
i t was watertight, and that i t could easily be dis-
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connected and the electrode would then slide i n or out 
to any desired position. Also the copper connections 
and the brass nuts were completely protected from 
contact with the l i q u i d w i t i i i n the vessel, so that no 
r i s k of contamination of the l a t t e r was entailed. 
Since there was a Copper-Platinum junction at each 
side, the p o t e n t i a l between the platinum plates was 
the same as that applied across the copper terminals. 
After these electrodes had been f i t t e d w i t h i n 
the .vessel the assembly was con^jleted by sealing plane 
glass ends over the open ends of the 3" tube, by means 
of vacuum wax. These glaiss ends were necessarily plane. 
I n order that photographs of the drop movements within 
the f i e l d apace might be obtained without d i s t o r t i o n . 
An acid-resisting vacuum wax was used fo r sealing 
purposes. , 
The vessel could now be f i l l e d with acid or 
any other l i q u i d as desired. Arrangements were made 
whereby the l i q u i d i n xise could be continually re-
placed by a fresh supply, as i t was found i n some 
cases that results were considerably altered by using 
acid which had been i n contact with the mercury surface 
f o r some time. Accordingly, a steady I n f l u x of fresh 
acid, through a narrow tube entering tube A, was 
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balanced by a slow draining away through a ca p i l l a r y 
tube (connected also to tube B, f i g . 3 . ) . By r a i s i n g 
or lowering th© end o f t h i s c a p i l l a r y tube, the rate 
a t which the acid flowed away was adjusted u n t i l i t 
j u s t balanced the rate of renewal, an adjustment com-
paratively easy to make under the slow rates involved, 
the acid l e v e l i n the vessel f i n a l l y remaining constant. 
(3) The Dropper. 
Pure mercury was supplied from a reservoir 
connected to a dropper, which consisted of a very fi n e 
glass c a p i l l a r y . This was made by drawing out some 
glass tubing already of ca p i l l a r y form, the drawn out 
portion being bent at r i g h t angles and the connection 
to the reservoir made i n a horizontal d i r e c t i o n , so 
that the head of mercury was as small as possible, the 
drops then forming slowly and evenly. Several droppers 
were \ised, according to the required size of drop. I n 
some cases drops were formed within the l i q u i d , and i n 
others j u s t above i t s surface - larger drops being 
obtained more easily by the l a t t e r method. The 
precaution mentioned previously, l,e» the ensuring that 
the f u l l charge had grown before the drop entered the 
f i e l d , must be observed s t r i c t l y i n these eases since. 
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^ e n formed outside, the drop had no charge on leaving 
the dropper. The results however did show that the 
curves were those expected to be traced out by a drop 
of constant charge^ and some experiments i n which drops 
entered the acid and the potential simultaneously (the 
acid was level with the tops of the electrodes) showed 
that a f u l l charge could be obtained within the f i r s t 
inch of f a l l , so that the precaution taken by having 
tube A of length 4" and f u l l of acid was quite 
s u f f i c i e n t for the purpose. A disadvantage of the 
method, using drops formed outside was ttiat drop 
o s c i l l a t i o n s were set up as the drop passed the siirface, 
so that the curves were not so continuous and smooth. 
But i n f a l l i n g down tube A these o s c i l l a t i o n s were 
damped to some extent, and i n most cases a smooth ciorve 
was s t i l l obtainable. I n the experiments with amalgams 
which were performed l a t e r , a new dropper was used f o r 
each experiment as i t was not found possible to remove 
a l l traces of the previous analgam from the uaed 
dropper I n readiness f o r a new experiment. 
(4) Method of Drop Illumination. 
The drops were illuminated by means of a 
very highly concentrated beam of l i g h t . This beam was 
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re f l e c t e d by means of a mirror ( a t 45° to the v e r t i c a l ) 
30 that i t f e l l I n a v e r t i c a l d irection* By using 
suitable laises the beam, o r i g i n a l l y about 3" wide, 
was concentrated to a diameter rather less than that 
of the v e r t i c a l tubes A and B, and when the mirror 
was suitably adjusted the space between the electrodes 
was evenly Illuminated without any part of the apparatus 
being i n tiie d i r e c t l i g h t (see Fig. 5). When a drop 
of mercury f e l l between the electrodes a streak of 
l i g h t r e f l e c t e d from i t s surface indicated i t s path. 
These streaks were foxind to be s u f f i c i e n t l y b r i g h t to 
be photographed completely. I n order to obtain 
s u f f i c i e n t density i n the photographs i t was necessary . 
to use an aperture of f/3,5 i n addition to high speed 
panchromatic (sensitive to half-watt l i g h t ) negative 
material. A double extension camera was employed so 
that about actual slz4 photographs were obtained. 
By keeping open the shutter while the drop photographed 
was traversing the f i e l d , the complete patii between the 
electrodes was registered as a continuous l i n e I n the 
f i n a l negative. Apart from the use of a cinematograph 
camera, the above was the only practicable method of 
recording the drop paths and the photographs were 
ce r t a i n l y much more easy to inte r p r e t than a length of 
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cine f i l m , showing the drop I n various positions, would 
have been, Oreat care had to be exercised to see 
that as f a r as possible nothing I n t&e camera f i e l d of 
view was. illuminated, apart from the drop; any such 
object, d i r e c t l y Illuminated, would be exposed f o r the 
f u l l time of passage of the drop, and hence would be 
very dense when developed* Backed plates were employed 
I n order to minimize t h i s d i f f i c u l t y . 
(5) The Timing of the Drops. 
To obtain the v a r i a t i o n of drop position with 
time, the introduction of the timing device described 
here was necessary. The method found to be most 
suitable was that of in t e r m i t t e n t illumination of the 
drop at a constant known frequency. The di r e c t drive 
of an A.C, synchronous motor was used to rotate a disc 
with vanes, i n such a way that the vanes interrupted 
the l i g h t beam. The vanes were four i n number, and 
the spaces between them were each the same shape and 
area as thei vanes. The motor spindle revolved at a 
constant rate of 50 revs/sec, - so that the drop was 
alt e r n a t e l y illuminated and I n darkness for periods of 
1/400th sec, each. The path of the drop, indicated 
by a streak under continuous i l l u m i n a t i o n , was now 
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indicated by a succession of bright dashes, spaced 
apart by distances equal to the lengths of the dashes 
themselves. Thus the time taken by the drop to reach 
any position from the Instant of entering the f i e l d 
could be determined easily from the number of dashes 
and spaces between iiie two positions* Pour vanes 
was found to be the most suitable number to give short 
enough intervals of i l l u m i n a t i o n . An average sized 
drop took about l/ l O t h sec. (Indicated by the dashes) 
to traverse the region of the e l e c t r i c f i e l d between 
the plates. 
The f a c t that drops had attained t h e i r terminal 
v e l o c i t i e s could be v e r i f i e d i n a l l cases from tiie 
equality, or otiierwia^ of a l l the dashes (measin-ed i n 
a v e r t i c a l d i r e c t i o n ) , and t h i s terminal velocity coixld 
be deduced, i f required, from a simple measurement of a 
known number of dashes. The timing device i s shown i n 
Pig, 4. I n addition to the accuracy with which the 
drop was timed by t h i s method, another advantage was 
evident - the f a c t that while the bright portions of 
the path were exposed as i n the continuous ill u m i n a t i o n , 
a l l other parts of the apparatus which were unavoidably 
p a r t i a l l y illuminated received only half the exposure 
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which they received under continuous illumination 
eaqperlments, and were correspondingly less assertive 
i n the developed negative. 
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EXPERIMMTAL METHOD. 
The following i s a description of the method 
of experiment to # i i c h s t r i c t adherence was made 
throu^out the whole series of observations. 
The vessel was f i l l e d to a known l e v e l wltiti 
the l i q u i d desired fcr the pa r t i c u l a r experiment under-
taken, and a dropper furnishing drops of the required 
size was inserted i n t o the top tube A, i n such a position 
that the drops f e l l exactly cent r a l l y between the elec-
trodes. The l e v e l of mercury I n the reservoir was 
adjusted u n t i l the drops were formed at quite a slow 
rate • i n most cases a time of more than 1 second 
separated successive drops. The illuminating beam 
was next a d j u s t e d to f a l l v e r t i c a l l y i n the space between 
the electrodes, t h i s being done by a l t e r a t i o n of the 
angle of the plane mirror above the vessel. The camera 
was f i x e d i n position at the correct distance and was 
focussed c a r e f u l l y u n t i l the movements of the drop 
were v i s i b l e on the focussing screen, the image of the 
streak being a shGirply defined l i n e . The apparatus 
was then drained and fresh solution was introduced, the 
tap from the reservoir of fresh acid was opened and the 
height of the end of the c a p i l l a r y tube, through «4ilch 
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the used l i q u i d drained away, was adjusted u n t i l the 
l i q u i d l e v e l remained constant, l , e , balance between 
the i n f l \ i x of l i q u i d and the leakage was attained. The 
synchronous motor d i l v i n g the timing device was now 
started, and a f t e r making certain ttiat the vanes were 
intercepting the l i g h t beam I n the correct manner, a l l 
was i n readiness f o r the actual recording of the drop 
path. The voltage ^feich was required was applied 
d i r e c t l y by tapping o f f from a storage battery. The key 
closing the c i r c u i t \ms depressed, tod the shutter of 
the camera was opened j u s t p r i o r to the f a l l i n g of the 
drop to be observed. As soon as the drop had traversed 
the f i e l d of view the shutter was released, so that un-
necessary extra exposure of other parts of the apparatus, 
vAilch were imavoidably p a r t l y i n the l i g h t , was 
eliminated. After some practice I t was foiind possible 
to have the shutter open only very l i t t l e longer than 
the actual time taken by the drop i n crossing the f i e l d . 
As i n most cases the drop was deflected i n a 
horizontal d i r e c t i o n , towards one or other of the 
electrodes and as the magnitudes o f these drop deflec-
tions were to be measured. I t was necessary also to have 
some zero l i n e from which to measure them. For this 
there were two alternatives, the f i r s t to take a photo-
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graph of a drop f a l l i n g v e r t i c a l l y on the same plate, 
and the second to reverse the potential gradient and 
obtain two curves, symmetrical about l^e v e r t i c a l , on 
the saime plate. The second alternative was eo^loyed 
i n almost a l l cases, i t having been found possible to 
obtain the photograph of the reversed deflection very 
shortly a f t e r the f i r s t , by the Inclusion of a reversing 
key across the electrodes* The applied voltage was 
measured on an accurate voltmeter connected d i r e c t l y 
across the electrodes* This was necessary since a 
reading: at the battery would have given the f a l l i n 
pote n t i a l across both batteiry and the electrodes^ and 
especially i n the more concentrated solutions the 
resistance of the l a t t e r becomes low enough to be com-
parable with that of t&e battery. Also In some of the 
e3q)eriments a rheostat was included i n the c i r c u i t , 
the value of i t s resistance being varied as a meeuis of 
a l t e r i n g t±ie pot e n t i a l drop across the c e l l . I n such 
a case the method of connecting the voltmeter d i r e c t l y 
across the c e l l was the only practicable one. The 
e l e c t r i c a l connections are shown i n Fig, 6, 
In order to eliminate a l l tinnecessary details 
I n the photography a mask was placed over the plane end 
through which the photographs were taken* This mask 
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was of such size as to allow only the electrodes and 
the space between them to be v i s i b l e . A l l other parts 
of the vessel were shielded from the l i g h t , and the 
photographs were taken i n darkness except f o r the one 
111-umlnatlng beam* The distance between the plates 
was measured by t r a v e l l i n g mlcr6scope after each 
experiment* 
Drop sizes were obtained from the weighing of 
a known niunber of drops. When drops were formed within 
the solution t h i s was done by c o l l e c t i n g the mercury 
displaced over from a U-tube below the apparatus. By 
weighing the amount displaced during the f a l l of a 
known number of drops, the weight of one drop, and hence 
i t s radius, was obtained. This method was fovaaA to be 
accurate vhen a large niimber of drops were counted. 
Usually a nuinber of drops were coimted prior to the 
taking of a photograph, and a second l o t done Immediately 
following I t * When a series of photographs was being 
taken, a number of drops were counted In the middle of 
the series as well as before and a f t e r . I n order to 
minimize the change I n the drop size during the time 
required for an experiment, a reservoir was used I n 
which the surface area of the mercury was large. The 
removal of a number of small drops resulted i n a very 
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small diminution of the height of this siirface, and 
tiaerefpre i n the pressure controlling the drop formation. 
T r i a l earperiments showed that the difference i n si z e of 
drops was negligible for even the longest s e r i e s of 
eaqperlments undertaken* 
The exposed plates were developed, as soon as 
possible after exposure, in a developer giving strong 
contrast, and after fixing were washed thoroughly and 
dried, before any attexapt at measurment was made. 
Photographs which were doubtful i n character were always 
repeated. At times,observations were repeated i n order 
to estimate the l i m i t s of apciiracy to which a r e s u l t 
could be obtained. The variation i n the measurements 
on plates exposed under i d e n t i c a l coiuiitions was usually 
inappreciable. 
As Hxe measuring up of numbers of plates by 
tr a v e l l i n g microscope was extremely tedious, the 
following method which proved to be equally as 
accurate, was preferred. The plates were i n turn 
inserted i n the s l i d e carriage of a lantern, and were 
projected and focussed upon a large fixed screen. 
Measurements of the deflections were now made by means 
of s e t squares and r u l e r s . The exact magnification 
from tlie actual size was obtained from the enlarged 
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distance between the electrodes as coi^ared with the 
actual distance betweeh them. As the magnification 
cJZrrP' was usually about 25 to 30 times, measurements to 1/4 
cm by this method corresponded to less than ^Ol cm on 
the photographs. Actually measurements to within 2 mms 
were e a s i l y obtainable. 
Figures 10 - 15 are a selection of actual 
photographs, showing deflections of various magnitudes. 
The effect of the timing device w i l l readily be^  seen by 
comparison of the broken and the unbroken traces. 
CHAPTER I I . 
INTERPRETATION of PHOTOGRAPHS 
with 
ONE TYPICAL SET of 
DEDUCTIONS. 
^8. 
DEDUCTION OF CHARGES FROM 
PHOTOGRAPH MEASUREMENTS. 
In order to deduce the curve expected to be t aken 
up by the drops from theory,it was f i r s t neceasary to 
know the type of f l u i d motion involved* For some time 
unsuccessful attempts were made to correlate the 
experimental curves with those obtained theoretically 
assuming laminar flow of the l i q u i d around the drop. 
The equation of motion i n the horizontal direction under 
a constant deflecting force P would be 
ml^ = F - G V ^ ^ 
Tfltoere m » mass of drop 
a « radius of drop 
« v i s c o s i t y of the l i q u i d 
v « horizontal velocity at time t 
Integrating with respect to t, putting v = 0 iriaen t » 0, 
i . e . no sideways velocity on entering the f i e l d of force, 
V = _ f _ Ci - e > p ( - ^ : E ^ o " — /-IT" r ^  »v> (alljj-Os •' 
Now V a » where y i s the .horizontal displacement, so 
that on integration again, now putting y « 0 when t • 0 
M = e :n_ f i - e > p / - O ] 
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The X variation with t i s given by 
X = v^t 
Where v^ ^ i s the v e r t i c a l terminal velocity* 
The experimental curves did not follow a form similar 
to that given by the two equations above. Also, i f the 
drop wqs allowed to f a l l from a point of zero velocity 
i n the X direction also, i . e . i f i t was formed at a 
point i n the acid within the f i e l d , the x variation with 
t would be similar to the y variation, except that P 
would be replaced by the v e r t i c a l force mg. 
_ r (- _ ^ f I _ e.p ( - e)! 
and under these circumstances the curve would be expected 
to degenerate into a straight l i n e 
y/x « F/mg 
This experiment was attempted, the only change being that 
a dropper of such length that drops could form within the 
f i e l d i t s e l f , was employed. Pig, 18. was the photograph 
obtained, being different from the r e s t i n the f a c t that 
the drop accelerates v e r t i c a l l y as well as horizontaHly, 
shown by the increase i n v e r t i c a l length of the dashes 
u n t i l the maximiom i s reached* . The curve was s t i l l 
pronounced although a s t r a i ^ t l i n e was expected, and 
i t was thi s experiment which made i t necessary to check 
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up on the actual terminal v e l o c i t i e s , to determine 
whether the motion was r e a l l y laminar...If the motion 
were not laminar this woiAld make a v i t a l difference to 
the shape of the curve, so that i t was necessary to prove 
beyond doubt the actual character of the f l u i d motion 
involved. The terminal v e l o c i t i e s were obtained from 
measurements of numbers of dashes upon the photographs, 
for several sizes, of drop. These are given i n Table I , 
on the following page. A calculation of |^ using the 
equation:- ±Tr(p->)a^^ = GIT^av^ 
gives a val\ie much different from the accepted value. 
For example, using the r e s i i l t stated for photograph 48 
a value of about .25 - while the probably correct 
value i s about *01 
The table gives more information than the f a c t 
that the motion i s hot laminar. I t gives the variation 
of terminal velocity with radius. Supposing now that the 
resistance to ttie motion i s proportional to some power 
of the v e l o c i t y . I f the motion was extremely turbulent 
the e f f e c t of v i s c o s i t y would be comparatively un-
important, and the density would become of chief 
impcjptance* The theory of dimensions then gives the 
resistance to motion to be oc >\ a^v^, so that at the 
terminal velocity 
TABLE I . 
Photograph 
Number 
Drop 
Radius 
(cms) 
Magnific-
ation. 
M 
Length 
l/25th 
sec. 
Vx 
-L/MX25 
v2 
X 
48 .0812 52/1.915 75.5 69.6 4850 
49 .0812 52/1.915 75.8 69,8 4870 
50 .0812 52/1.915 75.4 68.8 4740 
51 .0703 53,^,925 72.6 65.1 4240 
52 ,0703 53,5A.925 72.1 64.9 4220 
53 .0703 53,^.925 72,6 65.1 4240 
54 .0946 54.^,925 84.7 73.5 5410 
55 ,0946 54.5A.925 82*1 72,6 5280 
56 .0946 54.5/L925 86*1 74,0 5490 
77 .0620 55/1.925 68.6 60,2 3630 
78 •0620 55/1*925 71,1 62,3 3880 
79 .0620 55/1.925 70.4 61,7 3800 
80 .0620 55/1.925 71,4 62.6 3910 
81 ,0620 55/1.925 68,2 59*8 3580 
132 .0570 54/2,00 64,2 59.4 3520 
134 ,0570 54/2.00 65.5 60.5 3650 
135 ,0570 54/2,00 65,4 60,4 3640 
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Whereas, i n the case of laminar motion, a t the terminal 
v e l o c i t y _ 
X 
oC 
Alternatively to either of the above p o s s i b i l i t i e s , the 
rate of f a l l may be sxjoh that the motion was of some 
Intermediate stage, but this could be decided d i r e c t l y 
from the r e l a t i o n between and a. Pig. 8. shows the 
graph rela t i n g v| and a, which i s a good straight l i n e , 
and idiich ajnply proves that at the particiilar order of 
speed Involved the law of resistance proportional to 
the square of the velocity holds. The f a c t that the 
drop i s l i q u i d and therefore subject to small o s c i l l -
ations about a mean spherical position, would seem to be 
conducive to a turbulent state of the li q u i d aroxmd the 
drop. I t i s d i f f i c u l t to imagine a smooth flow past 
the drop even when i t i s o s c i l l a t i n g only very s l i ^ t l y . 
The straight l i n e obtained also gave the constant of 
2 
proportionality between force and (velocity) . 
I f the resistance at velocity v i s k a^v^, 
A ^ 2 2 then at the terminal velocity J'iTfp->)a'^ g = k a Vx 
I f e i s the slope of the graph,tan0= v ^ a = ^'^(^->^)s/^ 
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Thus the graph gives k d i r e c t l y , the value obtained 
being _ 
k - l*007g X 10"'^  
The true equation f o r the horizontal motion under the 
force P now becomes -
m l l = P - Kv2 
where K i s substituted for ka^. 
Integrating, putting v « 0 «flien t • 0, 
This represents the horizontal velocity at time t after 
entering (into/ the Influence of the force. Integrating 
again and putting y = 0 •adien t » 0, the displacement y 
In time t i s obtained. 
Also, X s v^t, X being the v e r t i c a l co-ordinate, 
ilence the form of the curve, obtained by elimination 
of t , i s 
This curve assumes the asymptotic form 
7 ~ ^ K "K • • N - ' ^  
Thus the drop eventually follows a straight l i n e when 
the terminal velocity i s reached In the y direction as 
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well as i n the x direction, Th© slope of the li n e 
J5 
y/x i s equal to /p.l , vriaich becomes the expected value 
P 
img when substitution for Vx i s made from the relationship 
Kvx ^ mg . 
The form of the curve i s perhaps best written 
as two equations r e l a t i n g both y and x to a parameter 
z, as follows - ' 
X = . 2 since z = 
Since = .Z^-
l . e . 
K 
z may be written equal to j^V^^*^ 
^3 = ( g s ) ' 
I t was next necessary to make certain that Hie . 
curves obtained eacperimentally agreed with t h i s 
t h e o r e t i c a l l y predicted form* This was done i n thfe 
following manner. For a drop of radius a the value 
of ^ could be found by calculation thus -
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For any photograph l e t the magnification be 
denoted by M* By plotting the magnified measurements 
the graph of Ky against Mx was obtained. Now certain 
s p e c i f i c values of z were taken, and the value of 
loggcosh 2 computed for each. Values increasing 
regularly from 0.1 to 0,7 i n stages of 0,05 were used, 
and M^logecosh z was obtained for each* The values of 
Six corresponding on the curve to these values of My 
should also Increase In equal stages* This follows 
since X i s proportional to z. In the majority of cases 
the values of i>Sx so obtained increased uniformly* 
This proves that the experimental curve follows the 
theoretically deduced one* The increase of Mx (denoted 
by L ) , corresponding to a z increase of *05, was found 
for every photograph, and used i n the determination of 
the horizontal force in each case i n the following 
manner -
z_ s .05 ; i* e * z = .Q5M 
Mx "IT X L 
Prom this value of z , P was determined u»lng 
X mg 
equation (1) 
P s / m z \2 
mg ^ K • X ^ 
z 
or F = K L J J 
35, 
As the method can be followed mere rea d i l y from 
an actual numerical calculation, one complete set of 
r e s u l t s I.e. those vdth mercury i n 0.001 N sulphuric 
acld^ the drop size and potential gradient being varied 
i s included at the end of this chapter. The values of 
P were obtained from a l l other photographs i n a similar 
fashion, so that to include the photographic details 
and the calculations from these would be useless repet-
i t i o n . The f i n a l r e s u l t s alone are stated. 
Having obtained the value of the horizontal force 
on the drop (F) the value of the charge must be deduced 
therefrom* The force may be expected to increase with 
drop charge, and also with potential gradient. For a 
point charge or volume distribution of charge the force 
would be the product of charge and f i e l d , but the 
charges considered here are probably distributed upon 
the surface of the drops. Assxmiing that the drop 
co l l e c t s positive charge on i t s surface, i t w i l l also 
a t t r a c t an atmosphere of negative ions into i t s 
immediate v i c i n i t y i n the solution, so that a double 
layer i s formed. Assuming a potential VQ (equal to 
the natural potential of mercury with respect to the 
solution) across this double layer, of thickness d, 
Wagstaff ^  •'•^  showed by integration of the forces on an 
36, 
elemental zone of the drop surface that the force on 
the drop under these circumstances would be given byi-
F . 1 ^ Vo dV ^ ^ ® 
potential gradient 
_2 
Now ^ i s the capacity of a spherical condenser of inside 
radius a, and of thickness d . The drop and i t s 
atmosphere amounts to a condenser of th i s type, the • 
2 
potential across which i s V , That i s , !io i s the 
d 
charge on either plate, which i s the positive charge on 
the drop ( E ) . 
F = I e . ^ 3 dy 
This equation was used i n the: charge deduction, 
but the f a c t was always borne i n mind that i f for any 
reason i t should be suspected that the charges were not 
t o t a l l y upon the sTirface> but existed as a volume d i s -
tribution, then P » E . f ^ would hold and the charges 
dy 
deduced from the f i r s t equation would be three times 
thei r true values. 
Back-E*M*F* D i f f i c u l t l e a * 
A d i f f i c u l t y which arose I n experiments using 
the more concentrated solutions was that the actual 
potential gradient existing within the solution was not 
necessarily equal to the voltage applied divided by the 
37. 
distance between the plates. In sulphuric acid a baok-
E.M.F. of the order of 1 volt I s set up, and also the 
potential gradient across any bubbles of gas on the 
electrodes would be greater than that across the solution. 
When i t i s considered that with plates about 2 cm apart 
i n .IN acid 1/4 vol t per cm i s s u f f i c i e n t potential 
gradient i n the solution to deflect drops nearly to 
the plates, while about 2 volts must be applied to over-
come this, back - E.M.P. the effect due to the bubbles, 
to obtain the 1/4 volt per cm in the solution, - i t 
becomes obvious that i f the potential gradient i s simply 
taken as 2 volts/2ci»3 instead of l/ 4 volt per cm as i t 
should be, i n th i s extreme case the charge deduced w i l l 
be Incorrect by a factor of 4 titnes-. I n the weaker 
solutions the charges were l e s s , and the potentials 
required to give reasonable deflections became greater 
compared with the back - E.M.P,, but even so i t was 
s t i l l desirable to allow for the back - E,M,F. i f 
possible. 
The d i f f i c u l t y was surmounted by actual measure-
ment of the back-E.M.F., and also by taking a series of 
photographs with various voltages applied. For each 
one of these a current measurement was taken, and the 
current increased uniformly with voltage. By plotting 
38. 
the current * voltage straight l i n e and extrapolating 
i t to out the voltage axis, the baok-E*tf.P., i.e* thd 
E.».F* a t which no current flowed, ms obtained* Since 
no current flowed there could be no force on the drop 
at t ^ i s voltage, so that when the force on title drop was 
plotted against t^e applied voltage, tiie point * back 
n Eife*F* voltage* zero force * was used i n addition to 
those points obtained from the photographs* 
This l a t t e r grai}h was a straight l i n e , showing 
that the force was proportional to the potential 
gradient* Usually ^ was plotted against voltage 
instead of F alone* The slope of this line gave a 
value to £, as follows • 
F - V .n e.s.u 
y _ x - J - V . n volts. 
- 5 300 
I f P i l a the force for a gradient of H 
dV 
dy 
& Fg " " " " " " " ( V )2 
Then 
^1 ~ ~ 900 L <ir'i <^y^2J 
- 900 L 3) D 
where A » Back E.H,F. 
D s Plate distance 
39* 
Slope of graph, tan \/^  = , ^ "^  -^^ ^ = ^ 
' E •= 9 0 0 .13. -mo . Un ^ . tan \^ 
TABLE I I > 
Results I n ,001N HpSOd. 
Photographs 64-69. a a .0629 cm. 
PhotoRsaph 64. V « 10.4v, M « 53*5/1.925, l i e * 68.0cm. 
My .9^ 1.75 2.95 4.75 7*00 9,70 12.95 16.6 20.6 
t 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 
Photograph 65. V = 8.35v, M « 53.5/1.925, l i 6 « 69.7cm. 
My .55 1.10 1,90 3.25 5.05 7.35 9.70 12.5 15,6 
t 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 
Photograph 6a. V - 6.25v, M - 53.5/1.925, l ^ g " 71.0 cm. 
My .45 .75 1.45 2.5 3*95 5.70 7.80 10.2 12.65 
t 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 
Photograph 67. V • 4,20v, K - 53.5/1.925, l ^ g - 71.5 Cm 
My .10 .50 1.20 2.00 3.05. 4.55 6.00 7.55 
t 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 
Photograph 68. V s 2.10v, M » 53,5/1.925, 1x6= 72JD cm. 
My 0 • .25 .45 .80 1.25 1.75 2.20 2.70 3.15 
t 0 . 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 
hotograph 69. V = 7*20v, M « 53.5/1.925, 1; IQS 70.0 cm. 
My .35 .90 1,70 3.00 4.50 6.35 8.50 10.95 13.65 
t 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 
TABLE I I . (continued) 
Photographs 70-75, a » «09g2cm> 
Photograph 704 V ,= 10,7,v, B = 55/1.925, l i 6 « 82.5 cms. 
My • 40 ,66 1.95 3,70 6*05 8,80 11*95 15.45 -
t 0' 4 8 12 16 20' 24 28 32 
Photograph 7 1 . V « 8.5v, K » 54.5/1.925, l ^ g - 81.4 cms. 
My 0 1.00 2.25 3.55 5.50 7.70 10,20 12*30 -
t 0 4- a 12 16 20 24 28 32" 
Photograph 72. V s 6,30v, M = 54.5/1.925, l^gs 81.0 cms. 
My .45 1.00 1.80 3.05 4.75 6.65 8.60 10.20 
t 0 • 4' 8" 12 16 20 24 28 32 
Photograph 73. V - 4,20v, M • 54.5/1.925, l ^g* ^ ^ ' ^ 
My 0 . 0 . 0 .10 .25 .60 1,30 2,35 3.4 
t 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 
Photograph 74. V * 4*20v, M =54.5/1.925, 115= 83.7 cms. 
My 0 .10 .15 ,50 1,05 2,00 3.25 4,60 -
t 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 
ho tog: paph 75. V » 2.10V, M - 55/ 1,925, I16 ' 86,0 cms. 
My 0 ,50 ,90 1,45 1.75 2.20 2,50 3.00 -
t 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 
40* 
Each of the photographs i n Table I I was re-
p lo t t ed on squared paper (see the fo l lowing pages). 
Table I I I gives the values of M^log eosh*z , plus 
the appropriate zeros, far values of z ranging between 
0 and •7, f o r each of the photographs 64-69* Taking 
these values f o r My, the values of t corresponding 
to these on the photographs were found and hence P 
was deduced, f o r each photograph. Table IV gives 
values of MSloggCosh.z f o r the second set of photo-
graphs, and the values of F f o r these were deduced i n 
a s imi la r fash ion , and are shown i n the pages 
immediately f o l l o w i n g . 
r H o i o t R A P H T K O T O C - R A P H HOTOGR 
rHOTOGrRXPH 
THOTO&RAPH G>8 
DTCfcPAPH/O OTOGRAPH 
pHOTo;twp„H:73 
-8 
TORAPH 
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TABLE I I I . 
z idg^Goshz l-oge 
< 03h z 
64 
ero 
65 
ero 
,6 
66 
ero 
,5 
67 
ero 
. 1 
68 
;ero 
0 
69 
fcero 
135 
10 
15 
20 
25 
30 
35 
40 
50 
60 
70 
r — 
*0043 
.0120 
.0191 
.0315 
.0440 
;06G1 
.0777 
.1200 
,1706 
.2280 
_ l 
*40 
L.13 
L.80 
3.96 
4,13 
^.65 
I 
7.29 
l | l .58 1 
6,05 
1*44 
1.40 
*13 
.80 
,96 
,13 
,65 
*29 
..0.0 
.73 
J .40 
5.56 
1,73 
5.25 
7.89 
IP-
2E,44 
.90 .50 
..63 ,23 
J.30 .,90 
5,46 5,06 
U63 L23 
5,15 j .75 
7.79 K 3 9 
3.58 12*18 12,08 1L,68 1 
.05 15*65 13.55 15.15 1 
.40 
*13 
.80 
,96 
,13 
.65 
.29 
,58 
.05 
.75 
L*48 
2*15 
5.31 
i,48 
5.00 
.64 
.93 
.40 1^ 
Photograph 64. 
Values of t marked o f f from the graph correspond-
ing to the above values of Hjtr . 
2,8, 5.7, 8.2, 10.5, 12,9, 15*4, 17,9, 23,2, 28. 4 
Di f fe rences : -2 .9 , 2*5, 2,3, 2,4, 2,5, 2,5, 5.3, 5.2 
The l a s t two correspond to a z d i f ference of . 1 and are 
thus double the rest* The equal i ty of these shows that 
the experimental curve has a true log cosh form. 
42. 
Mean change i n t f o r a change i n z of .05 = ^ ^ ' \ o ^ ' ^ 
- 2.56 
t of I t = Nx of tS-O = X of (=80 X 
53. S 
e of = Z of . 05. 
1 - .127 
m = i - r r ( 1 2 . 6 ) a 3 
3 
K = 1.007 X 10"^ a^g 
^ = . 53.6a « 3.38 ( t h i s applies to a l l 
K— ; the photographs 64 - 69) 
P - ( ^ X f )^mg 
X K 
i . e . P = .180 mg. 
Photograph 65. 
Values o f t 
3-9 , G.7 , ^.G, 12.G , I5.G , '8.5 , 21.2 . 
Mean d i f fe rence corresponding to z increase of .05 • i^sl 
7 
2 of .OS = C of 20_7 = M x of ^ " x 20.7 
7 (<o 7 
= X of . 4 - ( o ^ 
z _ 
X 
F g .132 mg. 
.1075 
Photograph 66. 
Values of t 
5A 8 .9 12.0 15.0 , 18.0 2 1 1 ,31.0. 
43 . 
Mean d i f fe rence corresponding to z increase of .05 s 
7 
z of .05 = tr of 3.17 s Kx of 71.0 X ^ 
= X of .503 
1 - .100 
X 
F = ,112 mg 
Photograph 6 7 , 
V a l u e s of t 
4-.G , 8.1 , 11.7, l(o.O, 20.1,2AA 
Mean d i f fe rence corresponding to z increase of ,05 s ^^*^ 
5 
^ of .05 = t: of 108 = Mx of 71.S X 1^ 
X of .65"8 
£ s . 0 7 6 
X . 
F • .066 mg 
Photograph 6 8 . . 
V a l u - e s erf t 
G.8 , I4.(p , 21.8 , Z9.B 
Mean di f ferences corresponding to z increase of .05 • 
3 
z of . O S - ^ t of 7.(o7 = Mx of 72.0 
l(o 
= X 1 . 2 ^ 
I 2 .0403 
P = ,019 mg 
44.-
Photograph 69, 
Valvie*, of. t 
3.2 , G^.S , 9.8 , 13.0, IG.O , 19.2 ,22.3. 
Mean di f ference corresponding to z increase of .05 = 15.5 
Z of .OS = t o f 3.1 = Mx of 70.0 > 
• • X of .'fee 
Z -
' X * 
: i l025 
F = : .120 mg 
TABLE I V . 
Photograph (Applied Voltage Force/mg 
64 10,4v .180 
65 . 8.35 ,132 
66 6.25 ,112 
67 4,20 ,066 
68 2.10 ,019 
69 7.20 ,120 
45, 
TABLE V. 
z log^osh z 
M | x 
coshz 
70 
• zero 
.40 
U as 
i n 75 
71 
zero 
.45 
72 
zero 
0 
73 
zero 
0 
74 
zero 
0 
76 
zero 
0 
M -
5^,925 
.10 ,0043 .60 1,00 1.05 ,60 .60 ,60 0.61 
.15 .0120 1.68 2.08 2,13 1,68 1.68 1.68 1,70 
.20 .0191 2.68 3,08 3,13 2,68 2.68 2,68 2,70 
,25 .0315 4.43 4,83 4,88 4,43 4.43 4.43 4,47 
.30 .0440 6.18 6,58 6.63 6,18 6.18 6.18 6,23 
.35 .0601 8.44 8,84 8,89 8*44 8,44 8.44 8,52 
.40 .0777 10.93 11,33 11,38 10,93 10,93 10,93 11.03 
.50 .1200 16,85 17.25 17,30 16,85 16,85 16,85 17.02 
Photos^raph 70. 
V c l ^ e s of t 
r.o , 8.L , 10.8, 14.0, 17.0, 20.2 ,'23.2. 
Mean d i f fe rence corresponding to z increase of .05 
•z of .05 = t of S.I = nx of 82.5 X ^ • 
= X of .5-7 
12.4 
4. 
z 
X 
F 
; .05 B • 53.6 a = 4.955 
.57 
.188 mg 
m 
-K-
46. 
Photograph 7 1 . 
V Qlues of t 
2.8 , 5-.1 , 9.9 , 13.8, 1 7 . ^ , 21.2, 2S:( , 
Mean d i f fe rence corresponding to z increase of .05 » 3.8 
z of .05 ^ t oP 3.8 = fix of 8I.+ X ^ 
. = . x- .of ..685-
2 = .0736; P s .133 mg 
X - n • • • ' " : 
PHOTOGRAPH 72, 
V a l of t . 
1-.0 , 8.4- , 12.2 , \(o.2, 20.f, 24-.8 
Mean d i f fe rence corresponding to z increase of .05 = 4 . 3 
-z 0? .05 ^ t of ^.3 ^ Mx of 81.0 X 
^ X o f .770 
F s *103 mg 
Photograph 73. 
Vcxluei of IT 
12.(o . , 18.8 , 2 2 . ^ , 27. S-
Mean d i f fe rence corresponding to z Increase of .05 « 14,9/3 
^ of .Ob = t of 4.97 = Mx of 83.7 X 117 
I c> = X of .930 
- ,070 mg 
47* 
Photograph 74. 
Volues of t 
20.0. 25.0 29.5.. . . 
Mean d i f fe rence corresponding to z increase of .05 
-z .0^ = t o^  = Mx of 84-. 5" K 1 2 ^ 
= X oP .887. 
9.5/2 
,076 mg 
Photograph 75. 
Values of t 
. . f .7 . 25.0 
Very l i t t l e curvature i s v i s i b l e on th is curve; the 
deductions from such small def lect ions become only 
approximate, 
Mean d i f fe rence corresponding to z Increase of *05 - 19.3 
2 of .05 = t of 9.(0? = Mx 0^ 8U.0 y 
= X of 1.82. 
l(o 
.0187 mg 
TABLE V I . 
Photograph Applied Voltage Force / ^ g 
70 10*7 ,188 
71 8,5 ,133 
72 6.3 ,103 
73 4,2 ,076 
74 4,2 ,070 
75 2 .1 .019 
CHAPTER I I I . 
RESULTS using PURE MERCURY. 
48 . 
PURE jgEROURg DROPS. 
T h i s Chapter d e a l s e x c l u » l v e l y w i t h ttxe 
r e s u l t s o l j ta lned u s i n g pure mercury i n v a r i o u s s o l u t i o n s 
S e v e r a l s t rengtba of S u l p h u r i c A c i d were u s e d , and 
f o l l o w i n g t h i s v a r i o u s cono^atrat lons of s u l p h u r i c 
a c i d s a t u r a t e d w i t h mercurous su lphate were t h o u ^ t of 
s u f f ioien.t i n t e r e s t to employ* Then other so lu t ions^ 
e l l o f c o n c e n t r a t i o n O.OOIN were used . The charges 
i n these s o l u t i o n s are g i v e n i n the t a b l e s i n the 
f o l l o w i n g pages* F o r e a c h s o l u t i o n the charge i s 
deduced from a s t r a i g h t l i n e graph r e l a t i n g h o r i z o n t a l 
f o r c e and a p p l i e d v o l t a g e , the f o r c e being obtained i n 
each case from the corresponding photograph i n the 
manner descr ib isd a t the c l o s e o f the previous c h a p t e r . 
P r i o r to these r e s u l t s the c a s e s i n which 
drops of w ide ly v a r y i n g r a d i i were used a r e s t a t e d , and 
the proper tionatffity between charge and drop r a d i u s i s 
deduced* 
48, 
V a r i a t i o n of Charge 
w i t h R a d i u s . 
O.OOIH H2S0^ s o l u t i o n 
See Tables I V and V I (prev ious c h a p t e r ) . 
0>025N Hr>S04 s o l u t i o n 
TABLE V I I . 
Photograph 
Number* 
Drop 
R a d i u s . 
App l i ed 
Vo l tage . 
Force 
on Drop. 
48 ,081cms 2 , 7 8 v o l t s .118 mg 
49 •OSlcms 2 ,57vo l t3 . 0 9 4 mg 
51 .OVOcias , 2 . 1 9 v o l t s • 0 4 4 mg 
5 2 .070cms 2 ,77vo l t3 .131 mg 
53 ,070cnia 2 . 5 3 v o l t s . 0 9 2 mg 
55 •0945CII13 2.23 v o l t s , 0 4 5 mg 
56 .0945om8 2.57 v o l t s .091 mg 
50 i 
These two s e t s of r e s u l t s show tha t the f o r c e on 
the drop i n c r e a s e s un i formly w i th the p o t e n t i a l which 
i s a p p l i e d between the p l a t e s * These r e s u l t s a r e most 
c o n v e n i e n t l y expres sed as graphs r e l a t i n g Porce/mg 
and Vo l tage . 
F i g u r e ; 16 shows t h i s graph f o r 0 ,00IN 
s u l p h u r i c a c i d s o l u t i o n . 
The most i n t e r e s t i n g r e s u l t i n d i c a t e d by these 
graphs i s the f a c t t h a t , not on ly i s P/mg p r o p o r t i o n a l 
to V f o r drops of any one s i z e , but the po in t s f o r 
d i f f e r e n t s i z e d drops a l l come on the same s t r a i f ^ t 
l i n e . Thus i n a constant p o t e n t i a l g r a d i e n t P/mg i s 
c o n s t a n t , whatever the s i z e of the drop. Thus the 
f o r c e i n the p o t e n t i a l grad ien t i s p r o p o r t i o n a l to the 
mass of the drop . As the f o r c e i s only dependent on 
the drop charge and the p o t e n t i a l , t h i s means t h a t 
the drop charge i s p r o p o r t i o n a l to the mass o f the 
drop , i . e . to the cube of the r a d i u s . 
The s t r a i g h t l i n e s of P/mg a g a i n s t V are good 
i n both c a s e s , and as the two s e t s of experiments were 
conducted i n a c i d of w i d e l y d i f f e r e n t s t r e n g t h s , they 
provide ample c o n f i r a a t i o n of each o t h e r , and seem to 
e s t a b l i s h beyond r e a s o n a b l e doubt the r e s u l t p r e v i o u s l y 
51 . 
found by Wags ta f f , v l z : -
The Drop Charge I s P r o p o r t i o n a l to the 
Cube of the Radius* 
I n the f o l l o w i n g exper iments . I n which s o l u t i o n s 
of v a r i o u s oti ier s t r e n g t h s were used , only one s i z e d 
drop was used I n one s o l u t i o n , and from the s lopes o f 
th© graphs r e l a t i n g p/mg and V the va lues of ^ m g , and 
hence E / a ^ , were deduced, and a r e inc luded a f t e r t h e i r 
r e s p e c t i v e t a b l e s . The vSiole of the graphs are not 
i n c l u d e d . F i g , 16 I s a t y p i c a l , example. 
52. 
Charge v a r i a t i o n w i t h 
A c i d S t r e n g t h . 
O.OOIM HgSO^ s o l u t i o n . 
See T a b l e s IV and ,VX, (prev ious chapter) . 
Mean Value of E/a^deduced = O t l 6 x 10*^  e . s . u./c 
0.005N HoSO^ s o l u t i o n . 
TABLE V I I I . 
Photograph 
Number 
Drop 
Radius 
Appl ied 
Vo l tage . 
Force on 
Drop. 
100 ,06235cm8 10.2 V .416mg 
101 .06235cm8 a . i v .356mg 
102 .06235cms 6.15 V .230mg 
103 .06235cms 4 , l v .154mg 
104 ,06235cms 2 , l v .052mg 
105 .06235cms 5.3v .169mg 
Mean Value of g /a^ deduced • 0.427 x 10*^  e . s . u . / c m ^ 
53 . 
Q . O l N H 0 S O 4 s o l u t i o n . 
TABLE I X . 
Photograph Drop A p p l i e d Force on 
Number. Radius V o l t a g e . Drop, . 
77 ,0620 cms 2 .53 v . ,100 mg 
78 .0620 cms 2.18 V . -.051 mg 
79 ..0620 cms 2.07 V* ,055 mg 
80 ..0620 cms 1.53 V . ,027 mg 
81 ,0620 cms 4.20 V * ,291 mg 
Mean Value, o f E / a ^ deduced = 6 . 9 8 X l o ' ^ ' e . S i U , , 
0..033 N HoSO^ s o l u t i o n . 
• 
TABLE X . 
Photograph Drop Appl i ed Force on 
Number* Radius Vo l tage , Drop. 
106 *0618 cms 4,00 V* .40 mg 
107 ,0618 cms 2 .79 V , ^167mg 
108 *0618 cms 2^44 V , ,105mg 
109 ,0618 cms 2*00 V , ,050mg 
Mean Value o f E / a ^ deduced s 1,68 x 1 0 e . s * u . / c m 5 
54, 
0 . 05 M HpS04 s o l u t i o n . 
TABLE X I . 
P h o t o ^ a p h 
Number 
Drop 
Radius 
A p p l i e d Voltage, Force 
on Drop 
82 " • .0626 cms 4,1 V . ,536 mg 
83 .0626 cms 2,60 V . •161 mg 
85 .0626 cms 2 .21 V , . ^065 mg 
86 , .0626 cms 2*pi V , •036 mg 
87 .0626 cms 2 ,27 V , .081 mg 
Mean Value of E / a ^ deduced s 2 .23 x 10*^  e . s . u . 
0 .067 N Hr;S0^ s o l u t i o n . 
TABLE X I I . 
Photograph 
Number. 
Drop 
R a d i u s . 
App l i ed 
V o l t a g e . 
Force 
on drop. 
88 .0620 cms 4.0 V , ,547 mg 
89 .0620 cms 2 .78 V . ,202 mg 
90 .0620 cms 2,47 V . ,151 mg 
91 ,0620 cms 2 .29 V , ,105 mg 
92 •0620 cms 1.98 V , . ,033 mg 
93 •0620 cms 2 ,09 V . ,053 mg 
Mean Value of E / a ^ deduced s 2,52 x 1 0 e , s . u , / ^ 3 
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0 .10 N H^SO^ s o l u t i o n * 
TABLE X I I I , 
Photograph 
Number* 
Drop . 
R a d i u s . 
Appl ied . 
Vo l tage . 
Force on 
Drop. 
94 .0610 cms 3 .95 V * *736 mg 
95 ,0610 cms 2*02 V, .036'mg 
97 ,0610 cms 2*62 V . .216 mg 
98 .0610 cms 2 .34 V . .149 mg 
99 .0610 cms 2*21 V * *104 mg 
Mean Value o f E / a ^ deduced 3 .03 X 107 e . s . u . / r>^3 
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V a r i a t i o n o f E / a ^ and E/mg 
w i t h Concentra t ion of HoSO^ s o l u t i o n . 
TABLE X I V . 
, A c i d 
C o n c e n t r a t i o n . 
E / 
/ a 3 ' mg 
0.001 N 0*16 X lo''' 0.31 X 102 
0*003 N 0*43 X 10 0,83 X 102 
0*010 N 0*98 X 10*7 1.90 X 10 2 
0*025 N 1.40 X lO'' 2.72 X 10 2 
0,033 N 1*68 X lo''' 3.24 X 102 
0.050 N 2.23 X 10 4.30 X 102 
0*067 N 2.32 X lO''' 4,48 X 10 2 
0,100 N 3*03 X lo''' 5*89 X 102 • 
The above s e t o f r e s u l t s i s a lso given i n graph 
form i n P i g : 17, 
The charge i n c r e a s e s wi th c o n c e n t r a t i o n of a c i d 
but not i n d i r e c t p r o p o r t i o n . The p o t e n t i a l , and 
hence the charge , on the drop i s u s u a l l y h e l d to be 
due to the n^rcury ions which have a l r e a d y come in to 
the s o l u t i o n from the drop. As the f o l l o w i n g 
experiments u s i n g a c i d s a t u r a t e d wi th mercurous 
s u l p h a t e , seem to throw some doubt on thiig, i t would 
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seem d e s i r a b l e to d e f e r d i s c u s s i o n of the form of 
t h i s curve u n t i l a f t e r the i n c l u s i o n of .these l a t t e r 
r e s u l t s . 
The s a t u r a t e d s o l u t i o n s of mercurovis su lphate 
i n the v a r i o u s s t rengt i i s of a c i d used were prepared 
by shaking the a c i d w i th a generous excess of powdered 
mercurous s u l p h a t e . The process o f s o l u t i o n was 
extended over s e v e r a l weeks so t h a t complete s a t u r a t i o n 
was made c e r t a i n * The excess of mercurous su lphate 
was then removed by f i l t r a t i o n and the r e s u l t i n g c l e a r 
s o l u t i o n was used i n the appara tus . 
The s o l u b i l i t y o f mercurous sulphate I n a c i d i s 
v e r y BBOBXI, and does not vary a g r e a t d e a l w i t h a c i d 
s t r e n g t h . 
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A C I D S A T U R A T E D W I T H MERCUROUS S U L P H A T E . 
.001 N HoSQvi s o l u t i o n ( s a t u r a t e d wlfo H^QSOA) . 
T A B L E XV. 
Photograph 
Number,-
Drop 
Radius^ 
Appl i ed 
Vo l tage . 
Force on 
Drop, 
131 .0571 cms 11*7 V . .0930 mg 
,0937 mg 132 •0571 cms 11 .7 V . 
133 .0571 ems 6,1 V* ,0560 mg 
134 •0571 cms 4.0 V . ,045 mg 
135 .0571 cms 2 .1 V . ,014 mg 
Mean Value o f E / a ' ^ deduced » ,0762 x 10*^  e ^ s . u . /p^3 
.005 N HrjSQ^ s o l u t i o n ( s a t u r a t e d with HggSO^). 
TABLE X V I , 
Photograph 
Number, 
Drop 
R a d i u s , 
Appl i ed 
Vo l tage . 
Force on 
Drop* 
114 ,056 cms 8 .65 V . ,143 mg 
115 ,056 cms 8.00 V , ,133 mg 
117 ,056 cms 5,80 V , ,0945 mg 
118 ,056 cms 4,30 V . ,069 mg 
119 .056 cms 2.20 V . ,019 mg 
Mean Value of E / a ^ deduced s .202 x 10*^  e . s . u . /^^3 
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.050 N HoSO^ s o l u t i o n ( s a t u r a t e d w i t h HgpSO^) 
TABLE X V I I . 
Photograph 
Number. 
Drop 
Radius* 
Appl i ed 
V o l t a g e . 
Force on 
Drop. 
127 ,0587 cms 4,10 V , ,19 mg 
126 ,0587 cms 6,05 V , ,41 mg 
129 .0587 cms 2,90 Vi .075 mg 
130 ,0587 cms 2,10 V . • ,03 mg 
Mean Value of E / a ^ deduced = ,966 x 10*^  e .s .u. /cm"^ 
.10 N HgSO^ s o l u t i o n ( s a t u r a t e d with HgpSO^) 
TABLE X V I I I , 
Photograph 
Number, 
Drop 
R a d i u s , 
App l i ed 
V o l t a g e . 
Force on 
Drop. 
120 ,0576 cms 4,20 V , .49 mg 
121 ,0576 cms 2 ,74 V , ,18 mg 
122 ,0576 cms 2.56 V , .132 mg 
123 ,0576 cms 2,45 V , .099 mg 
124 . *0576 cms 2,92 V , *193 mg 
125 i0576 cms 2,00 V , .05 mg 
Mean Value of E/e.^ deduced » 2.20 x 10*^  e . s . u ./cm^ 
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R e l a t i o n between Charges I n 
Pure S u l p h u r i c A c i d S o l u t i o n 
and Charges i n A c i d s a t u r a t e d 
w i t h Mercurous S u l p h a t e . ' 
TABLE , X I X . 
A c i d 
Concentra t ion , 
E / a 3 in 
F r e s h A c i d . 
E / a 3 i n 
Sa tura ted 
A c i d . 
Rat io* 
.001 N 
. ,005 N 
.030 N 
.10 N 
,16 X 10''^  
,60 X lo''' 
1.66 X 10*7 
3,02 X 10*5' 
,076 X 10 
,202 X 10*7 
,97 X lO''' 
2.20 X lO''' 
2,11 
2,98 
1*71 
1,36 
6 1 . 
These r e s u l t s i n a c i d s a t u r a t e d with morcurous 
su lphate show very c l e a r l y t h a t the e f f e c t of the 
mercurous su lphate i s . I n every c a s e , to reduce the 
va lue of the c h a r g e . Many of the t h e o r i e s of the 
mechanism of format ion of charge on these drops ( see 
i n t r o d u c t i o n ) a t t r i b u t e i t to the r e t u r n of d i s s o l v e d 
merourous ions i n t o the drop . According to t h i s 
theory the drops w i l l a t t a i n h i ^ e r charges tlie h igher 
the c o n c e n t r a t i o n of merourous ions i n the s o l u t i o n 
surrounding them. Now a drop o f mercury f a l l i n g I n 
a c i d a t t a i n s i t s charge from those mercurous ions 
d i s s o l v i n g , or a l r e a d y p r e s e n t , i n the so lu t ion* I n 
s o l u t i o n s s a t u r a t e d w i t h msrcurous su lphate the maximum 
p o s s i b l e c o n c e n t r a t i o n of these ions i s present , whi le 
I n f r e s h a c i d only a sma l l f r a c t i o n of the s a t u r a t i o n 
w i l l d i s s o l v e , and go to form the charge on the drop. 
I t f o l l o w s t h a t the drop charges should be g r e a t e r i n 
a c i d s o l u t i o n s s a t u r a t e d w i t h mercurous sulphate than 
they a r e I n the f r e s h a c i d s o l u t i o n s of the same 
s t r e n g t h4 E x p e r i m e n t a l l y I t was found tha t e x a c t l y 
the r e v e r s e takes p l a c e . On the merourous ion theory 
the charge cou ld never be g r e a t e r . I n a c e r t a i n a c i d 
s t r e n g t h , than i t s va lue when that a c i d i s s a t u r a t e d 
w i t h mercurous s u l p h a t e , whereas a c t u a l l y the charge 
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I s observed to be g r e a t e r i n pure a c i d * I t seems 
h i g h l y improbable , t h e r e f o r e , t h a t the mercurous ions 
Bve r e s p o n s i b l e f o r the c h a r g e . 
A f t e r mercurpus i o n s , there can only be hydrogen 
ions r e s p o n s i b l e f o r p o s i t i v e charges i n these s o l u t i o n s . 
Assuming t h a t the hydrogen ions cause the charge on 
the drop, then a p o s s i b l e eaqplanation of the reduc t ion 
of t h i s charge by s a t u r a t i o n o f the a c i d w i th mercuroua 
su lphate becomes ev ident* The a d d i t i o n o f more s u l -
phate ions to the a c i d w i l l suppress the i o n l s a t i o n of 
the l a t t e r , so t h a t fewer hydrogen ions id. 11 be 
a v a i l a b l e , , and the charge correspondingly l e s s * The 
merciirous su lphate s a t u r a t e d a c i d i s e q u i v a l e n t , i n 
hydrogen ion c o n c e n t r a t i o n , to a l o s s concentrated 
s o l u t i o n of pure a c i d , and g ives a charge corresponding 
to t h i s l a t t e r a c i d s t r e n g t h - t h i s charge being l e s s . 
I n l e s s concentrated a c i d s o l u t i o n s the amount of 
su lphate ion added i s g r e a t e r i n r e l a t i o n to t h a t 
a l r e a d y p r e s e n t ( from the a c i d ) and the suppress ion of 
the l o n i s a t i o n w i l l be comparat ive ly g r e a t e r . The 
number o f f r e e hydrogen ions w i l l thus be d iminished by 
a g r e a t e r propor t ion so t h a t the r a t i o Charge i n piu'e ac id 
*^  ^ Charge i n ac id HggSO^ 
w i l l i n c r e a s e as the a c i d s t r e n g t h diminishes* T h i s 
i s p r e c i s e l y what was foiind i n the preceding experiments . 
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A t the h igher concentra t ions th© amount of 
a d d i t i o n a l su lphate i o n , l i m i t e d by the s o l u b i l i t y 
o f marcurous s u l p h a t e , i s s m a l l compared wi th t h a t 
present i n the a c i d , so t h a t very l i t t l e e f f e c t on 
th© charge i s n o t i c e d . At the lower c o n c e n t r a t i o n s 
the su lphate ion c o n c e n t r a t i o n I s a l t e r e d cons iderab ly 
by s a t u r a t i o n w i t h mercurbtis s u l p h a t e , so that r e d u c -
t i o n s i n the charge o f more than 50^ were recorded . 
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S0LUTI0H3 OTHER THAN HpSO^. 
«Q01 2n SO4 solution 
TABLE 3a. 
Photogpapii 
Number. 
Drop 
Radius* 
Applied 
Voltage. 
Force on 
Drop. 
200 *0571 cms 4.2 V. *034 mg 
201 .0571 cms 8.4 V. .074 mg 
202 ,0571 cms 12.4 V. .102 mg 
203 .0571 cms 16.9 V, .122 mg 
204 .0571 cms 21.4 V. .175 mg 
205 .0571 cms 8,4 V. .062 mg 
Mean Value of E deduced a #081 x 10^ e.s.u. 
.001 N MapSOy^  solution. 
TABLE X X I . 
Photograph Drop Radius Applied Force on 
Humber. Voltage. Drop. 
243 ,0650 cms 17.2 V. .178 mg. 
244 .0650 cms 17*2 V. .164 mg. 
Mean Value of £ deduced • .095 x 10*^  a*^  e.s.u. 
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.001 N Al^(SO^)g solution. 
TABLE XXII. 
Photograph 
Number. 
Drop 
Sadius. 
Applied 
Voltage 
Force on 
Drop. 
206 .0585 cms 4*2 V. •051 mg 
207 •0585 cms 8.4 V, •111 ng 
208 •0585 cms 12,2 V. •141 mg 
209 •0585 cms 16^7 V. .210 mg 
210 .0585 cms 21.2 V, .236 mg 
Mean Value of E deduced B .116 X 107 a^ e-.s,!*u. 
.001 H HgNO^ -^  I n •OPS N HHO.-^  solution• 
TABLE X X I I I . 
Photograph 
Number. 
Drop 
Radius 
Applied 
Voltage. 
Force on 
Drop. 
222 •061 cms 8,2 V , .212 mg 
223 -.061 cms 6,2 v.. .146 mg 
224 •061 cms 4.2 V, .087 mg 
Mean Value of E deduced » .298 % 107 a3 e.s.u.^Zi^ 
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.001 13 NaOH solution. 
TABLE XXIV. 
Photograph 
Number• 
Drop 
Radius. 
Applied 
Voltage, 
Force on 
Drop. 
225 • • • .0674 cms 17,4 V, ,182 mg 
226 .0674 ems 11.2 V, .123 mg 
227 ,0674 cms 6,2 V, . .071 mg 
Mean Value of E deduced s .106 x 10*7 a^ e.s.u./tH-w^ 
,001 N Pb(NOg)oSolution. 
TABLE XXV. 
Photograph 
Number. 
Drop 
Radius 
Applied 
Voltage. 
Force on 
Drop. 
228 .0661 cms 17.6 V. .163 mg 
229 .0661 cms 11.7 V. .116 mg 
230 .0661 cms 6.5 V, ,070 mg 
Mean Value of E deduced g ,095 x 1 0 a ^ e.s.u./em'^ 
.001 N Ba(N07;)g solution. 
TABLE XXVI. 
Photograph 
Number. 
Drop 
Radius, 
Applied 
Voltage, 
Force on 
Drop. 
231 .0659 cms 17.3 V, ,156 mg 
232 .0658 cms 11.3 V. .095 mg 
233 ,0658 cms 6.3 V. .038 mg 
Mean Value of E deduced s .093 X 10^ a^ e,3,u,.U^ 
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•001 Zn(NO^)„ s olut l o n . 
TABLE XXVII. 
Photograph 
Number. 
234 
235 
236 
Drop 
Radius. 
.0650 cms 
.0550 ems 
,0650 cms 
Applied 
. Voltage. 
17.2 V, 
11.2 V. 
6.2 V. 
Force on 
Drop^ 
.142 mg 
.090 mg 
.041 mg 
Mean Value of E deduced « ,081 x 1 0 a ^ e.s-.u. 
.001 HNO.-^  solution. 
TABLE XXVIII. 
Photograph 
Number. 
Drop 
Radius. 
Applied 
Voltage. 
Force on 
Drop. 
237 
238 
239 
.0642 cms 
.0642 cms 
•0642 ems 
17,2 V. 
11,2 
6^ 2 V. 
' ^271 mg 
.183 mg 
.072 mg 
Mean Value of E deduced = .163 x lo''' a^e.s.u. 
•001 NaGl solution.. 
XXIX. TABLE 
Photograph 
Number,. 
Drop 
Radius. 
Applied 
Voltage. 
Force on 
Drop. 
240 
241 
242 
•0662 cms 
.0662 cms 
.0662 cms 
6.2 V. 
11,2 
17,2 V. 
.066 mg 
•106 mg 
.145 mg 
Mean Value of E decJuced s ,094 K 1 0 a ^ e.s.u. 
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Charges i n Various Solutions, 
of tiie same Concentration. 
TABLE XXX. 
Solution, Charge (e.s .u.) • 
,001 M HNO3 .163 7 X 10 
3 
a 
.001 N HgSO^ .160 7 X 10 
3 
a 
.001 N NaCl .094 X. 10'' 3 a 
.001 N NagSO^ • .093 . 7 X 10 3 a 
.001 N NaOH .106 7 X 10 
3 
a 
.001 N ZnSO^ .081 7 X 10 
3 
a 
.001 N Zn( N03)g .081 X 10 3 a 
,001 N Ba(N03)2 .093 7 X 10 
3 
a 
.001 H Pb(N0g)2 .095 7 X 10 
3 
a 
.001 N AlgC 304)3 .116 X 10'' 3 a 
CHAPTER IV. 
CONFIRMATORY RESULTS. 
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69. 
Charge Measurements by 
galvanometer Deflections. 
The charges obtained by the previous method 
were of s u f f i c i e n t magnitude to give measureable 
deflections on a sensitive b a l l i s t i c galvanometer• 
Some time was spent examining the p o s s i b i l i t i e s of th i s 
method of measurement of the drop charges, with a view 
to obtaining useful confirmation of the results fiarn-
Ished by the o r i g i n a l methods 
The main d i f f i c u l t y i n a method such as t h i s i s 
to ensure that no additional e f f e c t , other than the 
charge on the drop, influences the galvanometer 
def l e c t i o n . Also, tiie whole of the drop charge must 
pass instantaneously, so that the correct b a l l i s t i c 
d e f lection Is registered. 
I n the f i r s t experiments of this type , a simple 
glass c e l l was used. This consisted of a v e r t i c a l 
tube down which the drops of mercury f e l l , the drops 
forming beneath the surface of the acid. Connections 
were made to the merciUT^ i n the dropper, and also to 
the lower mercury which collected a t the base of the 
c e l l , by means of copper wires dipping into f i n e 
c a p i l l a r y tubes containing mercury, and having platinum 
wires sealed through t h e i r closed ends. I n this way 
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only the mercury within the c a p i l l a r y tubes was i n 
contact w i t h the copper, and r i s k of contamination of 
the mercury i n use was avoided. I t was found l a t e r 
that the current set up between the dropping and 
stationary mercury electrodes was made up of two parts. 
Each time a drop f a l l s a new mercury sxxrface i s exposed 
to the l i q u i d , and the natural potential of mercury i n 
aolvition 
the^grows r a p i d l y on i t . The lower mercury was con-
t l n u a l l y at t h i s p o t e n t i a l . Bernstein^ ' found that 
the rate of growth of potential on the new surface was 
such that i t reached 84 % of i t s f i n a l value I n ,015 
sees. Thus each time a drop f e l l there was a potential 
difference, diminishing at t h i s r a t e , between the two 
electrodes, and a corresponding current flowed through 
the outside c i r c u i t . I n addition to th i s ciirrent, the 
charged drop f e l l down Into the lower mercury and gave 
up i t s charge, which flowed round the c i r c u i t also. 
The existence of these two components of the resultant 
current, was shown best when the drops ran at a slow 
rate and a dead-beat galvanometer was Included across 
the electrodes. The deflections of the l a t t e r were 
registered by means o f a moving-plate camera. As the 
drop grew the spot moved suddenly a t f i r s t and then 
approached a l i m i t i n g position. As the drop f e U o f f 
the dropper the spot f e l l back suddenly, and as the new 
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drop began to grow the deflection mounted up again, 
but was interrupted i n i t s growth when the previous 
drop entered the lower mercury, and i t s charge passed 
round t^e c i r c u i t . I t thus became obvious that, i f the 
charge were to be obtained from deflections due to 
single drops, the two effects raxist be separated, pref-
erably by elimination of the new svirface e f f e c t 
altogether* Experiments i n which i t was sought to 
obtain the charges from a constant deflection, obtained 
when the drops followed each other i n quick succession, 
were found to be neither consistent nor repeatable, 
probably because the maximum speed of dropping idiich 
could be used ( l , e , the maximum speed a t which the 
ind i v i d u a l drops could be counted) was not s u f f i c i e n t 
to prevent the tendency to return to zero between 
impulses* 
Accordingly, a new apparatus was designed, i n 
which Hxe current due to the exposure of the new 
sxirface a t the dropper was eliminated, and that due 
to the drop charge studied alone. This necessitated 
the introduction of a t h i r d mercury electrode i n 
contact with the solution, but free from the e f f e c t 
of drops entering i t . The design of the apparatus 
f i n a l l y used i s shown i n Fig* 7* The drops f e l l from 
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the t i p of the dropper down the wide tube I n to the 
stationary merctiry below. The column of acid i n the 
tube was balanced by the mercury i n a U-tube, and as 
drops entered the mercury they displaced an equ^il 
amount of mercury from a Jet a t the end of the U-tube, 
i n a manner similar to that described under weighing 
of drops i n Chapter I . The wide tube had a U-tube 
sealed i n at a level higher than the mercury surface 
and t h i s tube contained the new mercury electrode. 
Tubes f o r allowing the acid to circulate were also 
supplied. The acid entered at a level Just above the 
mercury surface into Y i i i c h the drops f e l l , and l e f t 
the vessel by a tube Just above the mercury surface 
i n the side U-tube, The flow of acid prevented the 
formation of mercurous sulphate at these surfaces, or 
rather carried away any sulphate that was formed. 
Thus the charge was not too low by reason of i t s being 
measured I n acid containing merc\u*ous sulphate rather 
than i n pure acid. That acid containing mercurous 
sulphate dissolved i n i t gives a lower charge than pure 
acid i s shown and explained i n the previous chapter. 
I n one of the t r i a l pieces of apparatus, i n 
which there was no flow of acid, the deflections were 
observed when the dropper and the lower mercury were 
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connected, and were found to diminish with length of 
time of dropping. I f the drops were l e f t f a l l i n g 
overnight the deflections were found to be reduced to 
a f r a c t i o n of t h e i r o r i g i n a l values. As the charge 
i s flowing from the drops i t i s replaced by ions from 
the solution, so that we may expect a weakening of these 
ions i n the solution aro\ind the dropper, and the charge 
i n the weaker solution w i l l be less. There w i l l also 
be a supply of ions from the stationary mercury surface 
since t2ie current i s continuous. The decrease of the 
charge i s probably due to this e f f e c t and also the 
production of mercurous sulphate i n the solution. I f 
the charges are to be measured i n a particular strength 
of pure acid continual supply of fresh acid is a 
necessity, and i t i s also preferable that i t should 
be supplied as near as possible to the surface of the 
mercury. I n the case indiere the charges were to be 
measured as they combined with the lower mercury, the 
other electrode being the stationary undisturbed 
mercury, i t seemed advisable to have the acid entering 
Just above the former mercury surface, hence the design 
of the new apparatus. I t was found that the deflec-
tions, although not always constant, now maintained 
a f i x e d average value. 
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The galvanometer was calibrated by means of an 
additional c i r c u i t , i n ^Aiich a condenser of suitable 
capacity was charged by application of 2 v o l t s , and 
then discharged through the galvanometer. To make 
th i s discharge take place i n conditions similar to 
those of discharge of the drop, the condenser was dis-
charged througji the galvanometer via the vessel, which 
was Included i n the c i r c u i t . The drops were cut o f f 
when c a l i b r a t i o n deflections were being observed. For 
the drop deflections Key K was kept closed. The gal-
vanometer was short-circuited u n t i l Immediately before 
the drop to be measured entered the lower mercury, so 
that the charges due to previous drops had a l l flowed 
away, so that the deflection corresponded to the 
ef f e c t of the one drop only. I n spite of these pre-
cautions, the method suffered from the disadvantage 
that the galvanometer wandered s l i g h t l y from i t s zero 
position during the short i n t e r v a l between the removal 
of the short and the recording of the deflection. 
Also, when coalescence was not quite instantaneous, a 
s l i g h t deflection {usually i n the opposite di r e c t i o n 
to the true deflection) was given on impact and the 
galvanometer had no time to return to rest before the 
actual deflection on coalescence. The wandering from 
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zero and deflection on Impact were, i n most cases, 
small compared with the deflection on coalescence, so 
that the l a t t e r was s t i l l of the same order of magnitude 
as i t would have been under Ideal conditions. 
; Several deflections were taken i n each case, 
and the l i m i t s were observed. The largest deflection 
took place lahen the coalescence was the nearest to 
instantaneous, i . e . the s l i g h t kick i n the opposite 
d i r e c t i o n was the smallest, and hence the largest 
deflections are l i k e l y to give the best values to the 
drop charges. 
Seth, Anand and Mahajan^^^^ performed some 
experiments i n which the delay of coalescence mten 
drops of various l i q u i d s were allowed to f a l l upon a 
surface of the san© l i q u i d , and found that the time of 
delay depended on the height from which the drop f e l l , 
there being a certain range of heights giving no delay, 
i . e . immediate coalescence. Presumably, a change i n 
height of the dropper meant a change i n v e l o c i t y of. 
impact i n these experiments. I t was tmfortxinately 
impossible to a l t e r the velocity of impact i n the 
present experiments, as the drops, already f a l l i n g i n 
acid, had reached th e i r terminal velocity i n every 
case. Some experiments were performed, however, i n 
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which other factors were altered. Several pieces of 
apparatus were sHde, a l l similar to that already 
described except that glass tubes of d i f f e r e n t diameters 
were employed f o r the construction of the main v e r t i c a l 
tube, ^ e n merc\2ry was introduced into these the 
shaped of the meniscll into which the drops f e l l varied 
fromainost an inverted hemisphere i n the narrowest tube, 
to a broad f l a t surface i n thei widest. Coalescence 
was found to be increasingly gpod with the use of a 
narrower tube, i , e , a hon-flat meniscus. Coalescence 
also Improved I n the weaker concentrations of acid. 
The readings of deflections mentioned previously were 
a l l taken i n the vessel having the narrowest v e r t i c a l 
tube, 
I n a l l except the strongest acid concentrations 
used i t was found possible to obtain perfect coal-
escence by having the drops s t r i k i n g the exact centre 
of the narrow meniscus. Small drops could be made to 
coalesce almost instantaneously even i n the most con-
centapated acid used. With large drops, however, a 
considerable delay took place except i n weak acid. 
I f an examination i s made of the results shown i n the 
Table on the following page i t w i l l be seen that.the 
charges deduced by t h i s method agree with the previously 
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Results f o r E/a^ by Galvanometer 
Deflection Method. 
TABLE XXXI. 
Acid 
Concentration, 
Large 
or 
Small 
Drops 
L or S 
Limits of E/a3 
by 
Galvanometer 
Method 
( X 10-7) 
^ a ^ by 
the 
Original 
Method. 
( X 10-7 ) 
.001 N L ,145 to .175 .16 
.003 N S ,40 to ,46 .42 
L .44 to .47 .42 
,010 N L ,67 to .78 .98 
S .89 to .96 .98 
S .86 to .94 ,98 
• 033 N S 1.58 to 1.80 1.68 
S 1.20 to 1.60 1.68 
L less than .8 1.68 
• 10 N S 2.52 to 3.04 3.02 
S 2.69 to 2.89 3.02 
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determined values i n a l l cases where coalescence was 
good. The l e t t e r s L and S i n column two indicate 
large and small drops respectively. Serious difference 
between charges obtained by the two methods only 
occurs i n cases where large drops were used i n the 
higher concentrations of acid, the very cases i n irtilch 
emalescence was not satisfactory. I n these cases the 
charge deduced by the galvanometer method i s too small, 
the effect of delay I n coalescence being to reduce 
the deflections. 
Tbe agreement between the two methods i s i n most 
cases quite good. The lack of agreement i n one or 
two cases i s easily 03q>lained, ^ence while t h i s method 
i s not s u f f i c i e n t l y accurate as a method of determina-
t i o n of drop charge i n i t s e l f , owing to the coalescence 
d i f f i c u l t y , i t seems to a f f o r d ample confirmation of 
the results obtained by the former, more accurate, 
method. 
CHAPTER V. 
AMALGA&iS. 
79. 
Zino Amalgama, 
Pure Zinc was added to pure mercury In such a 
quantity that p3?ovided both were t o t a l l y mixed the 
resulting amalgam would contain about 2% by weight of 
zinc* The two metals were placed In a l i g h t l y 
stoppered flask and heated togetiier In a water-bath. 
The flask was periodically removed and well shaken. 
This process was continued for ten or twelve days when 
the whole mass seemed to be of even constitution, 
except, for the scum which had formed on the surface. 
As i t was uncertain ^riiat amount of the Zinc was con-
tained In the scum I t was not s u f f i c i e n t l y accurate to 
take the o r i g i n a l weights of Zinc and Mercury In order 
to calculate the percentage composition of the amalgam. 
Instead, a known quantity of the amalgam was drawn off 
from below, and analysed for Zinc. The sau^le drawn 
off was boiled with nomal sulphuric acid solution for 
several days. Passage of HgS gas through the acid 
l i q u i d gave no precipitate showing that none of the 
Mercury had been affected by the acid, itoich had there-
fore dissolved the Zinc alone. The Mercury remaining 
was that which had been present In the o r i g i n a l amalgam. 
This mercury was c a r e f u l l y washed and after pipetting 
off the excess water the l a s t traces were removed by 
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thorough, drying In a d e ^ l ^ t o r . Weighing of this 
mercury gave a determination of the exact composition 
of the amalgam «fliich was cal l e d Amalgam A. This 
amalgam was used as the haslc amalgam, others being 
made when required, by dilution with mercury. 
Experiments were perforn»d In which drops of 
amalgam were substituted for pure mercury drops, and 
photographs of the deflections suffered by these drops, 
when horizontal f i e l d s were applied, i n precisely the 
same manner as the pure mercury photographs were 
obtained. These experiments were r e s t r i c t e d to 
,001 N H2SO4 and .001 N Na2S04 solutions only. In 
moat cases two photographs were taken with the applied 
voltage about the same In each case, one photograph 
being used as a check on the other. From each photo-
graph the force on the drop was determined i n the usual 
way, and from I t a value for the charge on the drop 
under those particular circumstances. 
I t was found that for the more concentrated 
amalgams (A, B & C) about 40 v gave a considerable 
deflection towards the positive electrode. Indicating 
that the drop was negatively charged. Charges deduced 
from these photographs were about -0,1 x 10' a*^  e,s,u,, 
but decreased a l i t t l e with weakening of the amalgam. 
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In sodium sulphate solution the negative charge 
appeared to be much l e s s , and 90 - 130 volts were 
needed to give a reasonable deflection. Charges 
deduced from these deflections were about -0.1 x 10^a*^ 
C i S . u , , i»e. roughly one tenth of those in acid. 
With the change from Amalgam C to D i t was found 
that quite a small voltage applied now gave a deflection 
towards the negative electrode, showing that the charge 
was now positive, and the magnitude deduced from the 
deflection was, i n acid, about .17 x 10'''a*^  e.s.u., and 
i n sodium sulphate about i07 x 10*'' a^ e s.u,. The 
charges had thus become positive and of an order 
approaching those obtained on pure m©rcia?y drops. 
Further dil u t i o n of the amalgam with pure mercury (to 
amalgam E and further) gave but l i t t l e change in these 
r e s u l t s . 
As no reason could be imagined for the sudden 
change at this amalgam strength, return was made to 
Amalgam B, and a point which had been overlooked at 
f i r s t was noticed. In the experiments described above 
about 40v had been applied in each case as i t gave a 
suitable deflection for photographing In the f i r s t cases. 
Arrangements were now made by which I t was possible to 
gradually Increase the applied voltage from zero up to 
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100 volt s , this being done simply by Inclusion of a 
rheostat i n series with the c e l l containing the 
solution. As the voltage was made to increase from 
zero the drop seemed to be affected very l i t t l e , but 
at 25-30'volts s l i g h t deflections towards the negative 
electrode were observed. As th i s deflection was very 
sligjat i t may possibly have Increased xmiformly from 
zero, only reaching an amount observable v i s u a l l y at 
the above-mentioned voltage, Pia:>ther Increase in 
voltage caused the deflection toward the negative to 
disappear, the drop being again xmdeflected at 34 
vo l t s . Above this voltage increasing deflections 
toward the positive were observed, these being the 
deflections which had been noticed in the f i r s t 
experiments with a fixed potential of 40v. The above 
re s u l t s were taken with drops of radius ,065 cms, the 
plate distance being 2,035 cms. 
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E f f e c t of Potential Gradient 
on Aaialf^am Drop Charge." '^ 
The observations described on the l a s t few pages 
seem to indicate that the existence of the potential 
gradient i n the solution aroxind the drop must have 
some eff e c t on the potential or charge acquired by the 
drop. The only changes between successive experiments 
were those made in the applied voltage, and hence the 
alt e r a t i o n I n the charge can only be due to t h i s . The 
charges measured are therefore not the true charges 
acquired by the drops i n the solution, but i n applying 
the potential gradient to determine the drop charge, 
the l a t t e r was altered as a r e s u l t , A high potential 
gradient would seem to cause the drops to become 
negatively charged, whereas they would seem to be 
positive when the gradient i s small. This Indicates 
that the true charge i n solution i n which no potential 
gradient e x i s t s would be positive, the negative charge 
being caused by the potential gradient only. 
I f we Imagine hydrogen ions { i n acid, or sodivim 
Ions i n sodium sulphate solution) being attracted to 
the negative electrode, th i s attraction w i l l be greater 
i n larger f i e l d s and hence fewer ions w i l l be attracted 
to the.drop, causing l e s s addition of positive charge 
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to the drop. Also t h i s removal of positive ions from 
the surroundings of the drop w i l l make I t more easy for 
zinc to come out of the drop into the solution, and as 
some of these sine ions w i l l themselves be removed 
under, the influence of the f i e l d their place can b© 
taken by more zinc from the drop* Under the higher 
potentials therefore, we might expect a less proportion 
of hydrogen Ions going to form positive charge on the 
drop, and a greater proportion of zinc coming into 
solution, leaving the drop more negatively charged. 
The higher the applied potential the greater this effect, 
which may become of such magnitude as to reverse the 
drop charge, as noted I n practice. 
I f any comparative results with various amalgams 
were to be obtained. I t seemed obvious that they must 
be done under tlie same conditions, i . e . deflections 
and deduced values of charge must be compared only 
when the potential gradient was the same. The value 
most near the trtie value ( i n the absence of potential) 
was probably that obtained from the lower gradients, 
l * e . from the deflections obtained towards the negative 
at potentials leas than that required for r e v e r s a l . 
A new set of observations were made on the series 
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of amalgams B, Bg, flg, B4... etc., each of which was 
made by dilution of amalgam B with, mercury. Photo-
graphs were taken with each strength of amalgam, under 
an applied voltage of 24v, the distance between the 
plates being the same throughout. Drops of about the 
same size were used, a new dropper being employed for 
each amalgam as i t was found impossible to thoroughly 
clean a dropper once i t had contained amalgam. The 
amalgam, unlike mercury, clings to tiie glass walls of 
the fine c a p i l l a r y and cannot be removed, 
24v was found to be a suitable voltage giving the 
positive deflection prior to reversal In most cases. 
By having a photograph of the path traced by each 
amalgam under the same applied potential, a basis of 
comparison was obtained. Where necessary, photographs 
with other applied voltages were taken, and when 
reversals occurred, the approximate voltage at which 
the change over took place was noted. 
In the following pages are given most of the zinc 
amalgam r e s u l t s , which are followed by a summary. 
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ZING AMALGAM RESULTS. 
Amalgam A. - Table XXXII. 
Photograph Drop Applied Force 
Number. Radius Voltage. on Drop 
346 0.0651 cm£ 16 V 0.144 mg 
347 
* 
0.0651 cms 24 V 0.041 mg 
.001 N HoSO>t 
solution. 
E/a^under Potential Gradient of 7.85 v/cm.= 0.085 x 10"^e.s.u. 
E/a^under Potential Gradient of 11.75 v/cm. s 0.016 x 10'^ cm'^  
Photograph 
Number. 
Drop 
Radius 
Applied 
Voltage, 
Force 
on Drop 
312 0.0544 cms 36 V -0.363 mg 
.001 N HpS04 
solution. 
E/a^under Potential Gradient of 17.6 v/cm. = -0.097 X 10*'' 
• 
Photograph 
Number. 
Drop 
Radius « 
Applied 
Voltage, 
Force 
on Drop. 
305 0.0505 cms 36 V -0.393 mg 
a,001 N HNO:^  
307 0.0505 cms 28 V -0.31 mg solution. 
311 0,0544 cms 87 V -0.775 mg 
cm^  
E/a^ under Potential Gradient of 13.9 v/cm - -0.105 X lo'' 
E/a3 under Po t e n t l a l Gradient of 43.1 v/cm** -0.090 X 110 7 
A-nalgam A-« 
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Table XXXII (Contd). 
Photograph 
Number., 
Drop 
Radius, 
Applied 
Voltage. 
Force on 
Drop. 
309 0,0544 cm 204 V, 
97 V. 
-0..222mg 
-0.,112mg 310 0.0544 em 
,001 N Na2S04 
solution. 
E/ under Potential Gradient of 97,5v/cm a -.102 x lO^a^esu 
E under Potential Gradient of 46.5v/cm ^ -.112 x lO^a^esu 
Amalgam Bi - Table XXXIII. 
Photograpt Drop Apiplied Force on 
Number. Radius. Voltage. Drop. 
313 0,0585 cm 41 V. -0.,38 mg 
314 0,0585 cm 32 V -0..235mg 
.001 N EOSOA 
334 0,0639 cm 18 V, solution* 
335 0.0639 cm 24 V. 0.,096mg 
315 0,,0542 cm 85 V. -0.12 mg .001 N NaoSO^ 
316 0,0542 cm 109 V. -6,16 mg solution. 
.001 N HgSOA solution^ ^7„3, 
E under Potential Gradient of 15..3v/cm =• -0.071 X lO^a^esu. 
E under Potential Gradient of ll;.7v/cm • +0.037 X lO'^a^esu, 
.001 N NaoS04 solution, 
E under Potential Gradient of 40,.2v/cm » -0,139 X lO^a*^ esu 
E under Potential Gradient of 51.6v/cm • -0.144 X lO^a^ esu 
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Amalgam C * Table XXXIV.. 
Photograph 
Number 
Drop \ 
Radius 
Applied 
Voltage.. 
Force on 
Drop. 
317 
318 
0,0621cm 
0,0621cm 
40 v., 
40 v.. 
-0,37 mg 
-0 ,369mg 
,001 N EoSOa. 
solution. 
319 0.0621cm 135 v.. -0 .137mg 
^001 N Nap804 
320 0..0621cm 135 v.. -0,155mg solution.. 
.001 N HQSOA solution. 
E under Potential Gradient of 19.4 v/cm »-»0.087 x lo'^a^esu, 
,001 N NapSOii solution. 
E mder Potential Gradient of 65,5 v/cm «-.0,105 x lO^a^esu, 
Amalgam D, » Table XXV. 
Photograph 
Number, 
Drop 
Radius 
Applied 
Voltage, 
Perce on 
Drop. 
321 0,0684cm 10,2 V. 0,268mg 
322 0,0684cm 10,4 V. 0,268mg 
323 0.0684 cm 13.6 V. 0*155mg 
324 0,0684 cm 13.6 V, 0.158mg 
,001 H Hr>SO 4 solution. 
.001 N HpSft 
solution. 
,001 N NagS04 
solution. 
E under Potential Gradient of 6.9 v/cm ? +0,175 x lO^aS esu, 
£ under Potential Gradient of 9,1 v/cm s +0.080 x lO^a^ esu, 
i n .001 N NaoS04 solution. 
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Amalgam E, - Table XXXVI, 
Photograph 
Number, 
Drop 
Radius, 
Applied 
Voltage. 
Force on 
Drop, 
325 
326 
0,.0642 cm 
0,0642 cm 
10,2 V. 
9,9 V. 
+0,239 mg 
+0,264 mg 
,001 N H„S0^ 
solution. 
327 0,0642 cm 13.3 V. +0.137 mg 
328 . , 0,0642 cm 13.2 V, +0.108 mg .001 N Na„SO^ Solution, 
329 0.0642 cm 13.2 V, +0.119 mg 
.001 N H0SO4 solution* 
E under Potential Gradient of 6,7 v/cm » +0.175 x lo'^a^ esu. 
,001 N NagSOA solution, 
£ under Potential Gradient of 8,8 v/cm « +0,63 x lO^a^ e.3,u 
Amalgam F, - Table XXXVII, 
Photograph Drop Applied Force on 
Number, Radius Voltage. Drop. 
330 0,0700 cm 10.4 y. + 0,232mg 
331 0,0700 cm 10:, 8 V. + 0:,219mg 
.001 N HQSOA 
solution. 
,001 N HpS04 solution, 
E under Potential Gradient of 5.1 v/cm s +0.198 x lo'^a^esu. 
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Amalgam Bo - Table XXXVIII 
Photograph 
Number > 
336 
337 
Drop 
Radius ^  
kpplled 
woltage. 
0,0639cm 
0,0639cm 
Force on 
Drop. 
23..5 v.. 4: b.Q85mg 
23,0 v.. +b.085mg 
,001 M HpSOd 
solution. 
Reversal Gradient 15,3-16.3 v/cm. 
.001 N HQSOA solution. 
E under Potential Gradient of 11,3 v/cm = +0,035 x lo'^a^esu 
Amalgam B.-^  * Table XXXIX, 
Photograph 
Number, 
Drop Radit s Applied Voltage, 
?orce on 
Drop. 
.001 N HpSOd 338 
339 
0,0645cm 
0,0645cm 
24,0 V, 
24,0 V, 
*0.41mg 
•0 * 41mg solution. 
No Reversal 
,001 N H SO solution, 7 3 
E under Potential Gradient of 11.7 v/cm •» +0.165 x 10 a esu. 
Amalgam - Table XL. 
Photograph Drop Applied Force on 
Number. Radius. Voltage, Drop. 
. 342 0.0658 cm 19,0 V •»0,15 mg 
343 0.0658 cm 19.0 V 40.138mg 
>001 N HgSO/t 
solution. 
.001 N HPSOA solution. 
E under Potential Gradient of 9.3 v/cm = +0.057 x l o V e s u . 
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Amalgam - Table XLI, 
Photograph Drop Applied Force on 
Number, Radius. Voltage. Drop. 
344 0,0609 cm. 24.0 V . +0,49 mg. 
345 0,0609 cm. 18,0 V , •0,285mg. 
.001 N HgSO^ 
solution. 
No Reversal. 
.001 N EQSOA solution, 
E under Potential Gradient of 11,4 v/cm •^0,197 x lo'^a^esu, 
£ under Potential Gradient of 8.55 v/an=*0,155 x lO'^a^eau. 
Percentage Composition of Zinc Amalgams. 
Amalgam A 
Amalgam 6 i 
Amalgam B 2 
Amalgam B 3 
Amalgam B 4 
Amalgam B5 
Amalgoim 0 
Amalgam D 
Amlgam E 
Amalgam F 
1,5955s Zinc (by analysis) 
0,190^ Zinc 
0,062jS Zinc do. 
0.01256 Zinc do. 
0,040% Zinc do. 
0.02155 Zinc do. 
0.03056 Zinc do. 
0.0025s Zinc do. 
0.0035^ Zinc do. 
00.011^ Zinc do. 
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COLLECTED ZINC AMALGAM RESULTS. 
TABLE X L I I I , 
Amalgam< % Zinc. Charge/a^ esug cm Gradient Reversal Gradient, 
A 1.595 -0.097 X, 107 
+0,085 X. 107 
+0,016 X 107 
17,6 v/cm 
7,8 v/cm 
11.8 v/cm 
12.7-14,7v/cm, 
B l 0.1902 -.,091 X 10''' 
^0,071 X 10*^  
+0.037 X 107 
19.6 v/cm 
15.3 v/cm 
11.7 v/cm, 
13.7 - 15.3v/cn 
B2 0.0619 ^0.035 X 10^ 11.3 v/cm 15.3-16.3 v/cm 
B4 0..0397 
* 
about zero 
+ 0.057 X 10^ 
11.8 v/cm 
9.3 v/cm 
11,8-14 7 v/cm 
C 0..0288 -0..0865 xio'^ 19,4 v/cm Reversal. 
B 5 0..0211 + 0..197 X 10 7 
4 0.. 155 X 107 
11.5 v/cm 
8.6 v/cm 
No Reversal 
B 3 0.,0118 + 0.163 X 10^ 11.7 v/cm No Reversal. 
P 0..0107 + 0 ,197 X 107 5,15v/cm No Reversal. 
E 0,.0030 + 0.174 X 10*^  6,7 v/cm No Reversal. 
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Cadmium Amalgams. 
Cadmium Amalgams were employed after s i l v e r amalgams, 
but as they resemble zinc amalgams i n behaviour they w i l l 
be described f i r s t . Pure Cadmium, In the form of thin 
d i s c s of the metal, was added to s u f f i c i e n t mercury to 
make an amalgam containing approximately 2^, in a l i g h t l y 
stoppered vessel which was kept at a temperature j u s t 
below 70° C by a thermostat arrangement. As cadmium I s 
more soluble than zinc, the whole of i t dissolved i n a 
comparatively short period. More dilute amalgams were 
made as required by addition of mercury to portions of 
this amalgam. 
Experiments on drops of these amalgams were per-
formed as before. As In the case of zinc amalgams, 
sl i g h t positive deflections ( i . e . deflections correspond-
ing to positive charge): were obtained at low voltages, 
and Increasing negative deflections were obtained above 
a certain applied voltage, at which no deflection was 
obtained. Again, a minimum concentration, below which 
no reversal was obtainable, was observed. Below this 
concentration the effect of voltage Increase was merely 
to increase the o r i g i n a l positive deflection. 
The Cadml\un amalgam resu l t s are detailed In the 
pages following. 
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Cadmliun Amalgam Results* 
Each Amalgam I n ,001 K HgSO^  solution only, 
Amalgam A. ^ fable X l i l l l . 
Photograph Drop Applied Force on 
Humher• Radius ,i Voltage. Drop, 
360 0i0685cm 31*0 V, -0,237 mg 
361 0«0686cm 24*0 V. -0,144 mg 
362 0*0685cm 18.0 V. + 0,12-0,iang 
363 0«0685cm 12.0 V. + 0,10-0J5mg 
364 0•0685cm 12.0.V. •v0,09-ai4mg 
Charge I n Potential gradient of 15,lv/cm » -0,063xlO^aSesu 
Charge i n Potential Gradient of ll,7v/cm - -0,047 xlO^a^esu 
Maximiaa Charge^ 
" I n Potential gradient of 8.75v/cm « •*o,96 x 10"a5eau 
I n Potential Gradient of 5,85v/cm - 40.112x 10 a esu. 
Amalgam » Table XLIV, 
Photograph 
Number i» 
365 
366 
367 
368 
Drop 
Radius, 
0*0649cm 
0,0649cm 
0 •,0649cm 
0,0649cm 
Applied 
Voltage, 
23,0 V, 
23,0 V, 
34.0 V, 
36,0 V. 
Force on 
Drop< 
•»0.058 mg 
+ 0,061 mg 
-0.234 mg 
-0^360 mg 
Ghar/^ e i n Potential Qradient of 11.2v/cm « •»0,026 x loVesu 
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Amalgam J• - (contd)* 
Charge i n Potential Gradient of 16»5v/cm » ^0»066 x 10Vesu 
Charge i n Potential Gradient of 17*5v/cm » -0.095 x 10'<'a^ au 
Amalgam K« Table XLV. 
Photograph Drop Applied Force on 
Number. Radius* Voltage. Drop. 
369 0;0650cm 19.0 V. •0.092 mg 
370 ,0,0650cm 36.0 V, -0,082 mg 
371 0.0650cm 43,0 V. ^0.195 mg 
Charge i n Potential Gradient of 9.25v/cm •'•«-0.046 xlO Vesu 
Charge i n Potential Gradient of 17.6v/cm • -0.022 xlO^a^eau 
Charge i n Potential Gradient of 21.0v/cm••-0.045 x 10''^ a^ esu 
Amalgam M, * $able XLVI 
Photograph Drop Applied Poire e on 
Number, Radius, Voltage, Drop. 
375 0,0626cm 16,5 V, •»0.30 mg 
376 0.0626cm 11.0 V. •0.21 mg 
No Reversal. 
Charge i n Potential Gradient of 8,2v/cm s^.i 7 4 x lo'^a^esu. 
Charge i n Potential Gradient of 5.5v/cm »-»0.178 x 107a3e3U. 
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COLLECTED GklMim AMALGAM RESULTS, 
Table XLVII. 
Amalgam. Cadmium. 
Charge^esuj 
a^ cm^ 
Potential 
Gradient, 
Reversal 
Gradient, 
H :1,633 •f 0,096 X 5,85v/cn 10,7-11.7v/cm 
+0,112 X i3 8,75v/cH 
^0,047 X id' 11,,7 v/cB 
-0,063 X 10'? 15,1 v/cn 
J .0.199 +0,025 X 10^  11,2 v/cn 12,7-15.6v/cm 
- ^0.066 X 107 16,5 v/cE 
^0,095 X 10^ 17,5 v/cn 
K 0,015 +0,046 X 10'7 9,25v/cn 9,76-14,6 v/cm 
-0.022 X 10^ 7 17,6 v/cm 
^0.043 X 10^ 21*0 v/cn 
M .0,004 +0*174 X 10'7 16,5 v/cn No Reversal, 
^0.178 X 10'7 11,0 v/cni -..-«.—.—-— ——-—-•— --—— 
Amalgam L. containing .0,010jS Cadmium, gave s l i g h t 
deflections i n the poaitive d i r e c t i o n and the 
reversal e f f e c t at higher voltages. The 
negative deflections were also con^>aratively 
small. No photographs were taken as an i n -
s u f f i c i e n t supply of amalgam was made. 
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Silver Amalgams. 
Although s i l v e r amalgamates very rapidly with 
small quantities of mercury^ ihe making of an amalgam 
which contains only a small percentage of s i l v e r 
evenly dispersed throughout the mercury i s a slow 
process,* I n order to make a l i q u i d amalgam containing 
a reasonable quantity of s i l v e r was used. After 
about three weeks of continual heating at 70© and 
periodical shaking, tiie undissolved s i l v e r was removed, 
and the rm a i n l n g amalgam retained f o r experiment. 
The charges were a l l p o s i t i v e , and the values of the 
charge deduced were so similar to that on pure mercury 
that r e p e t i t i o n with weaker amalgams was not warranted. 
Silver Amalgam Q .001 N HpSOA solution. 
Table XLVIII. 
Photograph 
.. Niomber. . 
Drop 
Radius, 
Applied 
Voltage* 
Force on 
Drop. 
350 0,0644cm 11.0 V. 0*205 mg 
351 0.0644cm 10.6 V. 0,198 mg 
352 0,0644cm 10,5 V. 0.198 mg 
353 0.,0644cm 23.0 V. 0 * 405 mg 
364 0•0630cm 13.9 v.. 0,241 mg 
355 0.*0630cm 13.7 V, 0,288 mg 
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Mean Value of Charge/a'^ f o r Amalgam G „ „ 
i a .*001 HoHgSO yj^^ solution. ^ "0.179 x 10 ^ a*^  esu. 
These s i l v e r amalgam drops appear to a t t a i n 
positive charges sl i g h t l y , larger than those on pure 
mercury drops under similar conditions, - +0.,18a x 10^ 
as con5)ared with "^ 0^ ,16 x lO^a^, s i l v e r i s usually 
considered s l i g h t l y more positive than mercury I n 
the eleotro-iopotential aeries^ and th i s would be con-
f Imed by the above result,. Silver resembles mercury 
i n several respects, so that i t i s not surprising 
that I h t h i s instance i t s amalgam behaved l i k e 
mercury.. The amalgam was probably s \ i f f i c i e n t l y 
concentrated tp give the natural p,,d* of s i l v e r , as 
there i s reason to believe that even f a i r l y weak 
amalgams give the s i l v e r p o t e n t i a l . The following 
table of results by Lindeck (see 21) gives the potential 
between s i l v e r amalgams and amalgamated zinc, and shows 
that a #0.5^  amalgam gives almost the same potential 
as one^ vhich i s saturated. 
Per cent Potential 
Silver, Difference, 
saturated 1,32 V, 
2^0 1,30 V, 
0,57 1,33 V, 
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The amalgam used muat have contained a t least 
0,5% s i l v e r . Several experimenters have dissolved 
2 * 6 ^ s i l v e r by heating i n an open vessel, so that i t 
i s w i t h i n reason to assume that a good percentage 
dissolved i n the present case. 
Cadmium and Zinc Amalgams behave i n a manner 
t o t a l l y d i f f e r e n t from Mercury or Silver Amalgam. 
Cadmixna and 25inc are both negative wi l i i respect to 
hydrogen while mercury and si l v e r are positiv e . The 
charges acquired would therefore be expected to be 
less than those obtained with mercury,- either less 
positive or even negative, depending on the magnitudes 
of the various factors involved. Actually^ ndiile both 
posit i v e and negative charges could be obtained, 
depending on the value of the applied potential gradient, 
i t seems that i n the absence of potential gradients 
the drops would n a t u r a l l y a t t a i n a positive charge. 
The a r t i f i c i a l change due to voltage application causes 
the increasingly negative charges* 
The charges cannot be assumed f u l l y grown i n 
these experiments. Those obtained from the lower parts 
of the curves were found to be s l i g h t l y larger, and 
therefore nearer tiie maximum value. I n low potential 
gradients the charges are positive but much less than 
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those for pure mercury. Even i f they were completely 
grown i t seems highly improbable that they would be as 
high as the pure mereiary drop charges. I f we assiune 
that the charge on mercury is due to hydrogen ions, 
ssinc and eadmiiim must therefore be less positive than 
hydrogen, but s t i l l p o s i t i v e . The effect of potential 
gradient must be to increase the rate of transference 
of zinc or cadmiiua ions i n t o the solution, t h i s 
eventually making the charge negative, although i t would 
n a t u r a l l y be p o s i t i v e . This is proved i n some photo-
graphs i n idiich the voltage was j u s t above the reversal 
voltage. Before entering the f i e l d the drop was s l i g h t l y 
p o s i t i v e , not being under the influence of tiie f i e l d . 
Hence at the beginning of i t s passage across the f i e l d 
of view i t was attracted towards the negative electrode. 
The drop, now being affected by the potential gradient,, 
r a p i d l y l o s t i t s positive charge and attained a 
negative one, f i n a l l y being attracted to tiae positive 
electrode. The path of the drop, although o r i g i n a l l y . 
d i r e c t e d towEird the negative electrode, was concave 
toward the p o s i t i v e , showing that the drop was con-
t i n u a l l y losing positive charge while crossing the 
f i e l d . Two tracks are shown i n the diagram overleaf, C^ rl'lg') 
This effect could only be noticed with gradients s l i g h t l y 
i n excess of the reversal gradient. 
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I f gradients which were 
too high were used, the positive 
charge was l o s t too quickly for 
the s l i g h t motion a t f i r s t t o -
wards the negative electrode to 
be v i s i b l e . 
The drop charge can be influenced by two factors: 
(1) the tendency of the drop to a t t a i n a potential 
such as i t would a t t a i n i n acid i n which no 
potential gradient exieted* 
(2) the tendency of zinc (or cadmium) ions to leave 
the drop under the influence of potential 
gradient. 
The zinc coming into the solution as a r e s u l t of 
the sec<aid e f f e c t w i l l appear as positive ions, and 
the second e f f e c t therefore causes a diminution of the 
positive drop charge, which w i l l Increase with increase 
of the gradient. When the gradient Is s t i l l less than 
that required f o r reversal, there w i l l be an addition 
of charge due to the f i r s t e f f e c t and a removal due 
to the second, the former being the greater. Whatever 
charge i s removed by the l a t t e r Is more than replaced 
by the former. The t o t a l effect i s therefore a 
slowing of the rate of growth of the natural charge, 
and i f this slowing I s s u f f i c i e n t the drop w i l l not 
acquire the f u l l charge before reaching the lower plate 
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l e v e l . The charge deduced w i l l therefore be a 
f r a c t i o n of the f u l l charge, the f r a c t i o n being small 
i n the case of a positivie deflection i n a gradient 
j u s t short of the reversal gradient, when the rate of 
growth would be extremely slow. 
At.gradients above the reversal gradient, the 
ef f e c t due to voltage outwei^a the natural e f f e c t , 
and the charge now grows negatively against the natural 
e f f e c t * The higher the gradient the greater the 
difference i n magnitude between the two effe c t s . The 
negative charge w i l l increase u n t i l a quantity of 
positive charge, s u f f i c i e n t to prevent any further loss 
of positive charge by the drop, i s retained by attjsac-
t i o n i n the drop surroundings. This poAitive charge 
w i l l be retained i n spite of th© draining influence of 
the f i e l d . 
Let EQ be the f i n a l negative charge attained. 
Retaining force on a positive ion, 
proportional to EQ « k'E^ 
Draining force on a positive ion, 
proportional to f i e l d X « KX 
Final negative charge i s reached when tiaese balance, 
^» i * e , k' EQ « K X 
or, the negative charge attained i s proportional to the 
f i e l d . At cuay other Instant, before the f i n a l charge i s 
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reached, the resultant force on a positive ion i s : -
K X - k» E or k»(Eo - E) 
This force causes the ion to d r i f t away to the 
negative electrode. I t s velocity of d r i f t w i l l be 
proportional to the resultant force on i t , aad hence 
the r a t e of removal of charge from the drop v i c i n i t y 
i s proportional to t h i s force. The rate of removal 
of positive charge is equivalent to the rate a t which 
i t can be. replaced from the drop. I.e. the rate of 
growth of the negative charge on the drop. 
1 1 = k(Eo - E) EQ and E are negative, at 
Taking t • 0 as the point at which the drop enters 
the f i e l d , the charge at this instant w i l l be a sertain 
f r a c t i o n of the natural positive charge E, th i s amomt 
having grown while the drop was f a l l i n g i n the l i q u i d 
above the electrodes* This w i l l remain constant i f 
the drops a l l f a l l from the same l e v e l . 
f dE / kdt 
-loge(Eo-E) s k t - loge (Eo+&) 
Eo+e 
E = Eo(l - e-lct) . £e-^* 
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The charge therefore 
changes i n the mamer 
indicated by the lower 
graph, itolch i s obtained 
by combination of the two . - t ^  
upper ones. When the reversal voltage was Just exceeded, 
EQ, depending on the mag-, 
nitude of the gradient, 
was small, and the s l i g h t 
a t t r a c t i o n to the negative 
was v i s i b l e , corresponding —f—» 
to AB where the charge was positive but rapidly dlmin-
iahing. With increase of potential gradient EQ may 
be expected to increase 
r a p i d l y so that the curve, 
while s t i l l retaining the 
same value of k, crosses 
the time axis e a r l i e r , i . e . 
the drops are positive f o r 
shorter periods, and the 
ef f e c t of t h e i r commencing 
the passage across the f i e l d 
w i t h positive charges becomes negligible, or at most 
registers i t s e l f as a delay i n the commencement of 
+ £ 
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the negative charge to d e f l e c t . The diagram shows 
how the period during which the drop i s posl t i v e 
becomes rap i d l y shorter as 
the gradient above reversal, 
and hence EQ, i s increased. 
I t thus seems to be highly 
probable that the rates of 
Interchange of iona between 
the drops azid the solution 
can be altered by application 
of p o t e n t i a l gradients i n 
the solution, i , e , that tiie 
drop charges and potentials 
can be varied a r t i f i c i a l l y i n 
this way. By assuming an a t t r a c t i o n of ions toward 
the electrodes, the a t t r a c t i o n being proportional to 
the gradient, a satisfactory explanation of the 
observed phenomena can be obtained. 
At the lower gradients the former of the two 
factors mentioned previously i s of most importance i n 
the determination of the drop charge, and i t seems that 
the drop shows a natural tendency to acquire a positive 
Drop positive 
for much 
shorter periods 
.charge* Since t h i s charge i s measured r e l a t i v e to the 
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solution only, i t would appear that drops of t h i s 
composition a t t a i n a potential nAiioh i s positive r e l a t i v e 
to the solution, yet not so highly positive as mercury 
alone* Zinc amalgams containing 1% zinc approach the 
potential, of zinc i t s e l f , a f a c t v^ich has been estab-
l i s h e d by several work^s* The most accurate work on 
r e l a t i v e potentials of amalgams of various concentra-
(21) 
tions has been done by Richards and his co-workers* ', 
Thus the amalgam of highest zinc content 
may be assumed to be very nearly a t the true zinc 
p o t e n t i a l , which has been shown to be positive r e l a t i v e 
to the sol^ution. I n a similar fashion the cadmium 
amalgam results indicate that cadmium i s also positive 
i n t h i s acid of low concentration. That they should 
be lees positive than mercury i s to be expected, but 
the f a c t that they are s t i l l positive seems to indicate 
that absolute zero i s at least beyond cadmium and zinc 
toward the sodim end of the series. Any res u l t taken 
from the magnitudes of the charges would be untrust-
worthy, as i t would be necessary to assume the absolute 
pot e n t i a l proportional to the charge (E « a^V^/d ) f o r 
drops of both pure mercury and i t s amalgam, i n order to 
deduce a value f o r the position i n the series at which 
the charge would be zero* This assumption may not be 
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true since the ions involved i n each case are not the 
same, 80 that d, the thickness of the double layer, 
may be d i f f e r e n t i n the two cases. The e:q>criments 
do show that even zinc and cadmium may be positive. 
CHAPTER VI. 
ADDITIONAL EXPERIMENTS. 
108. 
CHARGES ON AIR BUBBLES. 
Bubbles of a i r i n water can be made to move 
under the influence of a potential gradient. The 
experiments of Alty^^^ and his colleagues > i n which 
bubbles were made to move along the axis of a r o t a t i n g 
tubular c e l l , have shown that the bubbles move very 
slowly even i n f i e l d s of considerable meignitude. I t 
was thought that this e f f e c t might be obtainable by 
a method similar to that described for mercury drops, 
except that i n t h i s case l^e bubbles would r i s e between 
the plates* As only a short time was available 
before completion of the research period, the o r i g i n a l 
apparatus> ezuployed for mercury drops, was u t i l i s e d . 
Although i t became evident that an improved design of 
apparatus would be preferable, these experiments at 
least seemed to indicate the p o s s i b i l i t i e s of the 
method* I n his e a r l i e s t papers on the subject A l t y 
used water twice d i s t i l l e d i n glass and «nployed a 
soft glass c e l l . Later he took more elaborate 
precautions i n obtaining very pure water, and found 
that the charges on the bubbles were small but s t i l l 
f i n i t e . As the vessel used i n the experiments 
described here was made of glass i t seemed that we 
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must b6 content with esperlments vising water of the 
same order of pxarlty as tiiat which Alty used i n his 
f i r s t experiments. To obtain this purity i t was 
necessary to completely dismantle the vessel, removing 
the ends and the electrodes, and to steam i t out for 
several days after a good preliminary washing i n 
d i s t i l l e d water. This was the only r e a l l y effectual 
method of removing a l l traces of acid and other solutions 
previously used. I n an apparatus of this type the 
water must come into contact with the vacuum wax used 
for sealing purposes. I t I s questionable whether 
this w i l l affect the pva*ity of the water^ but i t seems 
improbable since the conductivities obtained were of 
similar' order to those obtained by Alty. 
The water used was made i n a condensing appjiratus 
consisting of hard glass flasks and a copper condenser. 
Each of the components of this apparatus had been 
steamed out for several days before use. The water 
was twice d i s t i l l e d through t h i s apparatus and tiien 
f i l l e d into the vessel, which had been reassembled. 
A convenient plate distance for these experiments was 
approximately 1/2 cm. This allowed h l ^ e r gradients 
to be obtained, and in addition had the advantage of 
steadying the motion of the bubbles. The r i s e of 
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the but)t»ies i n unrestricted l i q u i d was found to be 
rather e r r a t i c , but thla effect of the plates on the 
motion of the bubbles helped to overcome this d i f f i c u l t y . 
bubbles were fomed at a fine j e t connected 
by a tube passing up the vessel (outside the electrodes) 
and out at the neck, to an aspirator. The applied 
pressure was adjusted tin t i l bubbles escaped from the 
j e t at a reasonably slow rate. The j e t position was 
adjusted u n t i l the bubbles rose centrally between the 
plates when no f i e l d was applied. 
Potentials up to 700 volts were available for 
applleation between the electrodes. High tension 
batteries were used as the source of potential. 
Contact was only nade instantaneously, because at the 
higher voltages rather more current was tak©a from the 
batteries than was desirable^ The timing device was 
employed, the dashes corresponding to l/^OO sec now 
being much shorter, the bubbles tr a v e l l i n g at v e l o c i t i e s 
which were slow i n comparison to those of mercury drops. 
I t was found that potential gradients of 200 
volts per cm. and higher caused v i s i b l e deflections 
from the normal v e r t i c a l path. At 200 volt/cm the 
deflection was small but i t increased regularly with 
potential gradient as was expected. Although the 
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undefiected paths were quite straight the deflected 
ones showed some I r r e g u l a r i t i e s . This was probably 
due to the l i q u i d motion. As drop, follows drop in 
the undefiected path, the liqu i d between the plates 
must s e t t l e into a steady form of c i r c u l a t i o n . When 
ft drop i s suddenly caused to follow a path deviating 
from that of former drops, the e f f e c t of the li q u i d on 
the path w i l l vary a t different points, so that this 
probably explains the s l i g h t l y wavy line obtained. 
The drop being l i g h t , i t i s affected by the l i q u i d 
motion much more than i n the case of the heavy mercxiry 
drops. ,Thls e r r a t i c path eliminated the p o s s i b i l i t y 
of obtaining a curved path when the velocity i n the 
horizontal direction was s t i l l growing. The dashes 
indicated that the terminal v e l o c i t i e s were quickly 
set up in both directions, as might be expected since 
the v e l o c i t i e s attained ( e s p e c i a l l y i n the horizontal 
direction) were small* Results for the horizontal 
velocity were obtained by using the mean straight 
l i n e of the curve. Ignoring the short portion during 
which the horizontal velocity was s t i l l growingj at 
the commencement of passage through the f i e l d . A 
correction was applied f or the fact that i n thei r 
deflected paths the drops did not move so f a s t i n the 
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v e r t i c a l direction as they had done in their un-
deflected paths* I f 2.40^3 length of 40 time 
divisions In the v e r t i c a l path. 
Slope of straight line portion = tanO 
distance moved i n time corresponding 
to a v e r t i c a l distance of x = y 
y •» X tanO 
X tan© moved In ^ ,40 time dlvna. —| 
•^ 40 
i n 
4^0- 10 sees • 
horizontal 
Velocity(uncorrected) = lQ.l^g.tan8 cms/sec. 
I f I n the same v e r t i c a l distance there are n time divns 
i n the *inde flee ted l i n e , and n' dl visions i n the 
deflected l i n e . n* > n . 
Corrected Horizontal Velocity « , ,l^tan6.10 cms/sec. n" 
Horizontal Velocity 
per Unit Potential Gradient. 
• lO.g, .l^Q.tanO.^ cms/sec. 
V 9 Applied Voltage, and d » Plate Distance, 
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The following table gives the ve l o c i t i e s deduced 
from the s e r i e s of photographs taken, the corresponding 
potentials also being shown. 
TABLE XLIX, 
Photograph 
Number. 
Velocity 
(corrected), 
Plate 
Distance, 
P o t a i t l a l 
Applied. 
504 0.28 cms/sec 0.550 cms 122 V , 
502 0.59 cms/sec 0.550 cms 243 V . 
500 0,86 cms/sec 0.550 cms 366 v.. 
503. 0.7.4 cms/sec 0,550 cms 366 V . 
506 0,87 cms/sec 0,550 cms 486 V . 
505 1,05 cms/sec 0.550 cms 609 V . 
The mean slope of this l i n e I s : -
Velocity/Fotential = 0.20 x 10-2 
Velocitv/Unlt Potential Gradient. 
a 0,20 X 10"2 X 0.55 
= 11*0 X 10"- cms/sec. 
The v e l o c i t i e s Involved are small and the motion 
is" probably laminar. I n thi s method i t i s d i f f i c u l t 
to estimate the bubble s i z e i n order to ^ k e certain of 
tile type of f l u i d motion. The following table gives 
the velocity i n the v e r t i c a l direction, taken from the 
undefiected path, for each of the above photographs. 
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1 ^ i s the length equivalent to 40 time divisions, i . e . 
equivalent to l/lOth second, 
TABLE L. 
•'•40 Actxiai Distance Moved. 
I40 ^ '. 
Velocity 
(cms/sec), 
38,5 1,26 12,6 
38,0 1,24 12,4 
39,0 1,23 12.3 
39,7 1*25 12.5 
39*0 1,24 12,4 
39,0 l j 2 4 12*4 
For laminar motion, the u p l i f t on the bubble must be 
equated to the viscous resistance 
(4/3)'iTa^g s 6TA.av^ 
I f the above motion were laminar:T 
2 g 
a a 0,024 cms taking /• a ,01 
Under the conditions of the experiment the bubbles 
cannot be assumed to be moving i n iinrestricted l i q u i d . 
The ef f e c t of the plates would be to cramp the 
l i q u i d motion and this may be assumed to be equivalent 
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to an increase in v i s c o s i t y , This introduces a 
multiplying factor s l i ^ t l y greater than unity into 
the r i g h t hand side of the above equation. Hence, 
the value of a may possibly be expected to be s l i g h t l y 
greater than 0,024 cms. 
This value of the radius was tested approximately 
as follows* The camera was f i t t e d with a supplement-
ary lens so that as large a magnification as possible 
was obtained with f u l l extension. I t was necessary 
to stop dowi the lens to retain sharpness i n the image, 
the depth of focus being very small under these 
conditions. High speed plates were used and 
silhouettes of the drops were obtained when they were 
Illuminated from behind by an intense beam of l i g h t , 
and the shortest possible exposure was given. A 
s l i g h t motion i n the v e r t i c a l direction was s t i l l 
apparent on the developed negatives, but the widths 
of the elongated streaks were f a i r l y definite and 
gave the magnified drop diameters. 
The limiting values of the radius obtained by 
th i s method were 0,024 to 0.030 cms, this radius being 
almost exactly that expected from the velocity, when 
laminar motion i s assumed. 
The velocity per unit potential gradient i s of 
l i e * 
the same order as that obtained by the rotating c e l l 
method, although i t i s somewhat higher than any of the 
re s u l t s obtained by Alty. I t may perhaps be 
expected that the charges at these purities of water 
may largely depend on the nature of the residual 
impurities that remain, so that i t i s not surprising 
that identical r e s u l t s are not obtained. 
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SUMMAHy. 
( 1 ) . The greater part of the thesis i s an 
account of the ionic charges acquired by droplets of 
merctiry i n an electrotype* In the experiments des-
cribed f i r s t sulphuric acid was used as the electrolyte. 
Results for the variation of charge with drop size in 
a solution of fixed concentration show that the charge 
i s proportional to the volume. Results for the 
variation of the charge with concentration of electro-
l y t e are also given, the charge increasing with 
concentration, but not i n d i r e c t proportion, A graph 
showing the charge at any concentration between .IS 
and ,001W i s included. 
Experiments using sulphiiric acid solutions 
saturated with mercurous sulphate show that this c a ^ e s 
^ 1 1 values of the charges to be reduced (the decrease 
being most evident in the weaker acid solutions) and 
seem to afford evidence that, i n acid the charges on 
the drops are due to hydrogen Ions, and not mercxirous 
ions ae has been assumed by several investigators. 
Results obtained i n several electrolytes other than 
sulphuric acid are also given. Some r e s u l t s obtained 
by an e n t i r e l y d i f f e r e n t method are included for 
comparison* In this method the charges were measiired 
by a b a l l i s t i c galvanometer. The r e s u l t s , though 
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leas accurate, afford good confirmation of those 
obtained by the original method, 
(2) A description i s given of some experiments 
i n which amalgam drops were employed in the place of 
pure mercury. S i l v e r amalgam behaved i n a manner 
very similar to pure mercury, but zinc and cadmium 
amalgams both showed a curious phenomenon. The drop 
charges were found to be naturally positive, but their 
charge could be reversed i n sign by application of a 
s u f f i c i e n t l y strong f i e l d in the electrolyte. The 
probable explanation of this e f f e c t i s discussed. 
Several r e s u l t s showing charges i n various potential 
gradients, and for amalgams of various compositions 
are Included, Some attention i s devoted to the 
significance of the f a c t that zinc and cadmium appear to 
be naturally positive, 
(3) . A few r e s u l t s with a i r bubbles in water, the 
charges on which were deduced i n a similar manner, are 
described. These experiments show the p o s s i b i l i t i e s 
of the method for cataphoresls experiments, 
(4) . I wish, i n conclusion, to express my sincere 
thanks to Professor J.E.P. Wagstaff M,A, D,Sc,, for 
h i s continual help, advice, and encouragement throughout 
the period of research, and to a l l otherw who showed 
in t e r e s t i n the work. 
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